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IPS 

political economy 

Rockefeller Plans Controlled Collapse of Eurocurrency Market 

June 29 (IPS) - Barring the intervention of the In
ternational Caucus of Labor Committees the Rockefeller 
financier and political interests will collapse, con
solidate, and control the $170 billion Eurodollar market 
by the middle of July . 

About 135 financial institutions out of the almost 
l,()()() banks that participate in the international dollar 
market will remain in business . This is the figure cited by 
the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, the knowledgeable 
West German banking daily, describing the list of banks 
which the Arab oil sheikhs consider "worthy" of holding 
their oil money . 

The Arab oil windfall, effectively a 2-3 per cent sales 
tax on the working class of the U.S.,  Western Europe, 
and Japan, will spin off about $50 billion this year onto 
the international m�ney markets . 

As this column indicated last week, the mass of short
term fluff that now makes up the Eurodollar lending 
pool will be collapsed into: 
.. A few remaining "wolihy" Eurodollar banks - led by 
Chase Manhattan, Saudi Arabia's banker, and First 
National City, Kuwait's banker . These two banks, the 
second and third largest commercial banks in the world, 
are the twin pillars of the Rockefeller financial interests . 
- The Rockefeller-controlled U . S .  money market, as 
shown by the flight of Swiss. banking funds from the 
Eurodollar market into New York, as reported in this 
column last week. 
-An assortment of "special" arrangements by govern

ments, typified by U.S.  Treasury Secretary Simon's sale 
ofS8-10 billion worth of special Treasury bonds to Saudi 
Arabia, discreetly leaked to the press last week . 

Control over the world's biggest pool of short·term 
credit is a cornerstone of the Rockefeller plan to encircle 
the world with a "paper snake": the new "Special 
Drawing Right" of the International Monetary Fund, a 
fascist looting Instrument modelled on the Mefo·Bills of 
Hitler's Finance Minister, lQalmar Schacht. 

Without such control, the credit collapse which is 
threatened by the huge mid-July payments schedule will 
rip the world's money markets to tatters - endangering 
both the solvency of the Rockefeller financial interests 
and their ability to finance slave-labor ventures on a 
world scale . 

But a moratorium on Italy's $2 million per day ex� 
ternal debt payments - to Chase Manhattan and its 
friends, as well as the Rockefeller-influenced In
ternational Monetary Fund - could dynamite the entire 
game-plan. In the wake of the campaign for a 
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moratorium on Italy's debt, proposals for a similar 
move have appeare:d in India . 

• June 22 the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung [FAZ]. 
warned: "What would happen if a heavily indebted 
government in Europe, Africa, or South America could 
not meet its foreign obligations and, for example, 
refused to pay debt service on its obligations from the 
Eurodollar market? Every bank active on the London 
market would know the answer in a few !!lin utes . " 

"Such a crisis," shudders the FAZ, "could come 
about tomorrow just as well as the day after tomorrow, or 
perhaps three months from now . "  

To forestall a general collapse, the central banks o f  the 
United States and West Germany - under the present 
direction of Rockefeller men Arthur Burns and Karl 
Klasen -- would have to carry out their promise to bali 
out the stricken banks, pumping billlons of new dollars 
into the international markets. 

But a central bank rescue operation in the aftermath 
of an Italian debt moratorium would encourage 1m. 
poverished third world nations, who collectively owe 
ahnost $120 billlon to the industrial powen, to let the 
central banks ball out their creditors too. 

The result would be a massive new inflationary spiral. 
dwarting the post-1970 situation in this country. when 
the Nixon government turned the money pumps on full 
after the giant Penn Central railroad went under . A new 
explosion of Weimar-style inflation would threaten the 
entire Rockefeller game-plan . 

Approvingly, the FAZ quotes Hesselbach, chairman of 
the board of the Bank fuer Gemeinwirtschaft (BfG). in 
his dedicatory speech for the BfG's new London branch: 
"In 100 hours, Euro-business can go perfectly well in 
transforming money into capital for 99 112 hours . But in 
the last half hour. this process can be disrupted . 
Therefore, the central banks must stand together in 
solidarity, and jum p in in case of need . "  

(In case the reader wonders at the banker's use of the 
word "solidarity," the BfG is owned by the German 
Trade Union Confederation.)' 

But the FAZ writes: "Since the decisive central banks 
gave to understand that if worse comes to worst they will 
help out, people are breathing easier in London and the 
continental financial centers . But nervousness is still as 
great as previously . "  

Euromarket Squeeze 
FoUowing Simon's move last week to suck the Arab 

billions into the U.S. Treasury through bond sales, 



RockefeUer lackey Guido Carli, the governor of the Bank 

of Italy, has sprinkled holy water over Simon's scheme. 

June 26 New York Times reported from Milan: ··ltaly 

is counting on the United States to help pay her bills to 

oil-exporting nations, Guido Carli, governor of the 

Italian central bank, said today. 

"Because oil-producing states are investing much of 
their funds in the United States, American au£lJ()rities 

should recycle the dollars back to countries such as Italy 

that need them to finance their oil payments, Mr. Carli 

told a monetary seminar here." 

As IPS reported, fears of a collapse of the Eurodollar 

market have led big depositors, including many Swiss 

banks, to transfer their funds from the Eurodollar 

market to the U.S. sector's biggest banks. With one 

exception, the top U.S. banks are controlled by or allied 

to the Rockefeller interests. 

The Times added that Carli called on the United 

States to become "the lender of last resort," or central 

banker, to the world. 

Apart from direct sale of Treasury bonds, Carli's 

"experts" explained. Arab money has been moving 
directly into U.S. Treasury bills, the government's three
month paper. 
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U.S. Treasury control of the world's credit markets, 

with Rockefeller man Simon presiding, answers a 

demand from David Rockefeller last February for a_ 

"world credit pool" to finance "energy requirements" -

Athabasca and Rocky Mountain deathcamps. 

Rockefeller reiterated this demand three weeks ago at 

the International Monetary Conference of the 

American Bankers Assoication in Williamsburg, Va. 

As IPS reported last week, the oil crisis has increased 

strains on the world's credit markets to the point of 

breakdown. An additional $60 billion has been extracted 

from the world's economies, from the cash flow of 

companies and from the pockets of consumers. In turn, 

this mass of funds turns into 24-hour and seven-day 

deposits on the Eurodollar market. Before the oil crisis, 

fully half of Eurodollar deposits spun around on less 

than a 30-day maturity basis. 

Eurodollar banks, in turn, were lending money out for 
a five-to-seven-year period, hoping continually to have 
enough short-term deposits on hand to cover their 

obligations. 

Since May, however, top banks have begun refusing 

short-term deposits, while smaller banks have been 

shunned by the Arabs, the world's chief depositors in the 

international market. 



IPS 

international reports 

Probe Rockefeller's Role in Italian Crisis 

June 29 (IPS) - A group of Italian senators, led by 
Communist Party member Colajanni, initiated an of
ficial inquiry this week into the relationship between 
Rockefeller agent Jacob Javits and the austerity 
proposals of Guido Carli, head of Italy's Central Bank. 
A second investigation will explore the connection 
between Javits and the just-ratified Ottawa NATO 
conference resolution, which affirms NATO's policy of 
intervention into troubled countries. , 

These parliamentary investigations threaten to hl9w 
the lid off David Rockefeller - head of Chase 
Manhattan and the Rockefeller brother most im
mediately behind the strangulation of the West 
European economies - and the Rockefeller-NATO 
strategy for the destruction of Western Europe. Like the 
Rome debt moratorium, these investigations must be 
spread. 

Rockefeller's policy of forcing bankruptcies of 
municipalities and governments around the world as a 
means of streamlining the economy and disciplining the 
working class continues unabated. It is the policy of the 
Rockefeller agents, ensconced in France, West Ger
many, Britain and the United States, to choke public 
spending and credit - to bring every city on its knees to 
its national Treasury, which in turn will crawl, like Italy, 
on its knees to Chase Manhattan. Throughout this 
process a beefed-up NATO will stand in reserve - with 
an infrastructure prepared to restore both economic and 
political "order." 

-
The 1n".tIptloD 

The Colajanni probe will start by examining the Carli 
speech of May 31, given before the Banca d'Italia on the 
prospects for the Italian economy. Pressing for import 
restrictions, stringent tax measures, and reduction of 
public, employment, Carli capped his speech with the 
blunt observation that "The question is not the quality of 
life in the factories, but whether there will be any life in 
the factories at all." 

Since that speech Carli, who has a de facto lifetime 
term on the near-dictatorial Banca d'Italia, has followed 
through with a vengeance. His credit-squeezing has 
hastened the collapse of Italian real estate and forced all 
Italian municipalities into desperate straits. The latest 
immediate casualty - di'rectly traceable to the rejection 
of a loan of 10 billion lira from the Banca d'Italia and the 
treaSury - is the city of Milan ... :.: ;tiich now faces the 

Roman's choice of debt moratorium. 
It is the Italian senators' well-justified suspicion that 

Carli has not acted alone. Immediate circumstantial 
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evidence links him to Republican Senator Jacob Javits, 
long a flunky in the Rockefeller international political 
machine. While in Washington, D.C. for the IMF 
conference Carli made contact with Javits - a contact 
later followed up with a visit to Q�vid Rockefeller himself 
at Chase Manhattan Plaza before he left for home. 

The connection is immediately evident in the public 
record from the fact that Javits entered the Carli 
austerity message in the Congressional Record following 
his own June 17 tearjerking speech in the Senate on the 
Italian crisis. In that speech Javits pleaded for an all-out 
U.S. effort to save Italy, in his view the first nation about 
to collapse due to the (Rockefeller-created) energy crisis. 
Pointing to the communist and fascist "menaces" facing 
Italy, Javits appealed for immediate action along a 
program outlined later to an Italian reporter by his staff 
specialist - a progra.!l1 which virtually mirrors the credit 
strangulation and !axation policy now being

' 
im

plemented by Carli against the Italian and entire 
European population. 

The NATO Connection 

The key link between the Carli and Javits policies 
actually lies in NATO. Rockefeller's proposed substitute 
for the European Economic Community. West German 
Chancellor Eurotraitor Helmut Schmidt made the most 
blatant proposal of all just after meeting with David 
Rockefeller in Brussels before the NATO treaty signing 
June 27: If we can't work out a viable anti-inflation ( i.e., 
Wage-gouging) policy through traditional 

-financial: 
institutions, Schmidt announced, NATO should 
straighten the situation out. 

The Schmidt line has long been in preparation by both 
Carli and Javits. Carli was one of five special consultants 
who prepared a report on "Nonmilitary Cooperation in 
NATO" in 1956-57, a key foot-in-the-door document 
intended to justiry NATO involvement (also known as 
occupation) in Western European civil affairs. Javits 
himself was involved in reporting on the capabilities of 
"economic cooperation" between NATO countries and 
in pushing NATO resettlement projects, at the same 
time that Carli's "Committee of Three" was determining 
that "NATO must become more than a military 
alliance. " 

Javits also worked to set up the NATO Committee on 
the Challenges of Modern Society. The CCMS is the 
agency which held the Turin conference on Zero Growth 
and which has moved in to manage a multitude of 
"coincidental" disasters. especially tlooding in Canada 

this spring (see IPS. disaster report). Having served as 



president of the North Atlantic Assembly (a NATO 
paramilitary body), Javits now heads an "informal 
NATO Committee of Nine" - which undoubtedly plans 
precisely the kind of Atlantic cooperation necessary to 
chain the European working class to David Rockefeller's 
liquidity needs. 

Rockefeller Activation 

Rockefeller man and Treasury Secretary William 
Simon repeated the Carli performance before the 
Senate's Joint Economic Committee two days ago. He 
called for tighter credit and a drastic reduction in 
government spending. His second, Budget Director Roy 
Ash, concretized the proposals more dramatically -
indicating that $10 million of the budget and 100,000 
federal employees are headed for the chopping block. 
This policy will supplement the tight money moves -
which now hold up municipalities for exorbitant interest 
and will be detonating simultaneous budget crises all 
over the U.S. when the fiscal year ends June 30. 

The Simon move is already underway in West Ger
many and France. Finance ministries in both countries 
have slashed credit to localities. Giscard is now moving 
to plug up the remaining loopholes in the credit ap
paratus by removing disloyal financial personnel right 
and left. Finance Minister Apel in West Germany 
continues to press for deep cuts in government spending 
on all levels in order to "avoid bankrupcies" (as he puts 
it). 

Rockefeller poHciwill soon put the dilemma of Rome 
before all European cities and U.S. municipalities as 
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well. The banks or milk, the banks or transport, the 
banks or wages - these will be the choices. The Roman 
decision to suspend debt, taken last week, will be a 
necessary stopgap; the Europeanwide united front 
organization to support that decision, laid out in detail 
in the previous IPS, will be the simultaneous necessary 
step. 

The Roman example so terrified the European 
bourgeoisie that it immediately and quietly arranged a 
loan from an undisclosed source, to be paid back at more 
than 15 per cent interest. It will only last for one month. 
Nonetheless few newspapers dared cover the event - for 
fear that the defiling of the sanctity of capitalist paper 
might become too popular. Already the moratorium 
proposal is being debated hotly within the youth group of 
the Italian Socialist Party. 

What is now spreading instead, in typical Italian 
syndicalist fashion, is a rash of economic strikes - by 
municipal workers, farmers and industrial workers. In 
the face of a totally bankrupt economy these militant 
strikes are effectively no different from the massive 
lockouts now occurring worldwide. They do not cramp 
Rockefeller's style at all. 

The necessary policy is the one that will hurt. 
Throughout Europe and the U.S. the word is going out: 
suspend the debt; expose the Rockefeller criminals; 
prepare to take over the world economy from Rockefeller 
now. 

Nato Aims Atlanticism at Western Europe 

OTTAWA, June 29 (IPS) - The two-day NATO 
Ministers' Conference just concluded here gleefully 
hailed a new pact making official Rockefeller's policy of 
Atlanticism to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the 
NATO organization. The main purpose of the Ottawa 
protocol, to be officially signed by President Nixon in 
Brussels, is to make clear to Western European nations 
that detente is not a substitute for defense: that relations 
with the Soviet Union will be tightly circumscribed by 
purposes of Rockefeller's global policy. The Europeans 
will be forced to submit to the Atlantic alliance while 
surrendering their chance to form any bloc with the 
Soviets against Rockefeller and his band of Eurotraitors. 

Who's In Charge of NATO? 

The final preparation of the NATO document was 
delayed by the French, who insisted on altering wording 
which defined the necessity for consultation between 
NATO countries prior to issuing a statement of policy. 
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The farcical legalism of French protests was exposed by 
Secretary of State Kissinger when he answered a 
newsman's question stating flatly that the United States 
would not be bound by such procedures if it deemed it 
necessary to act in an emergency, "such as the alert of 
U.S.-NATO forces at the time of the Yom Kippur War." 
This statement effectively laid out the real relations 
within Atlanticism. 

NCLC Intervenes 

The facade of Atlantic unity gave way, revealing deep 
factional strains, at the first sign of pressure from 
representatives of the National Caucus of Labor 
Committees (NCLC). An NCLC spokesman questioning 
NATO Secretary General Joseph Luns during his press 
conference pressed home the point that Atlanticism is 
actually aimed at crushing any resistance within Western 
Europe to Rockefeller's economic and political 
stranglehold. The NCLC asked, "Is it not true that the 



Italian economic situation means that NATO is to be 
deployed to administer austerity among member 
nations?" Initially Luns sought to avoid the issue by 
appealing to the backward attitudes of other reporters. 
But when pressed in particular on Eurotraitor Schmidt's 
role in sabotaging the Italian economy, Luns became 
serious. He conceded that Atlanticism does not mean 
that deep differences do not exist among the Europeans 
and added that economic disaster would have serious 
consequences for NATO. Luns concluded by remarking 
knowingly in regard to Schmidt, "I think you will find 
that the Germans and the Italians are getting on better 
now." 

�-WAnrSOltWare: SoCial COntrol ----
While Luns acknowledged the hard cop role that 

NATO will be playing in stepping up economic disaster, 
Canadian Prime Minister Pierre, Trudeau revealed the 
alliance's soft cop role. In his opening speech to the 
assembled ministers he called for the non-military 
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expansion of NATO - expansion of its social and 
psychological control mechanisms. 

Although downplayed during the two days of 
meetings, NATO's low-intensity preparations have 
always been a priority for the Tavistock-conditioned 
Canadians. The Committee on the Challenges of Modern 
Society (CCMS), a standing committee of NATO, 
coordinates NATO's operations in social conditioning, 
pollution control, psychological warfare, and related 
areas. The day following the conference, the U.S. and 
Canada announced a joint treaty on pollution control of 
inland waterways. Canada has recently served as the test 
nation in a just-completed pilot project study of this very 
problem conducted by CCMS. In NATO's terms 
pollution control means the effective use of oil slicks and 
other disasters in low-intensity population control 
operations. And July 1 NATO is convening a conference 
of 60 or so carefully selected pro-Rockefeller 
psychiatrists at Carleton University in Ottawa. 

Nato Social Controllers to Confer in Ottawa 

OTT A W A, June 29 (IPS)- Under the auspices of 
NATO, a small select group of social psychologists from 
Western Europe, the United States, and Canada will 
converge on Carleton University here next week to hatch 
plans for creating the psychological conditions necessary 
to complement the fascist military and economic 
programs which NATO representatives thrashed out at 
their conference here June 19. As the deliberately vague 
literature of the psychologists group puts their 
mission:"1t is now time to go beyond general criticisms 
and to contribute, in theory and method, to new 
developments in specified ,substantive areas." 

The conference, sponsored by the Human Factors 
panel of NATO, the Ford and Rockefeller-funded 

·Canada Council, and Carleton University, is being 
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organized by Lloyd Strickland of Carleton, a member of 
the Kurt Lewin-founded SPSSI (Society of Psychological 
Study of Social Issues). A second organizer is H. Taffel 
of England's Tavistock-linked Bristol University 
Psychology Department. 

Other infamous brainwashers scheduled to attend the 
conference included French autogestion theoretician 
Claude Fauchox; John Lanzetta of Dartmouth, whose 
specialty is modifying the behavior of U.S. Air Force 
personnel; and Harry Triandis, an SPSSI officer who 
specializes in psychological profiles of his fellow Greeks. 

Organizers from the North American Labor Party will 
be there to expose the criminal nature of this gathering 
of NATO social-control experts. 



IPS 

U.N. report 

Secretary General Waldheim Confused On Fusion. 
UNITED NATIONS, NEW YORK, June 25 OPS)-At a 
briefing here for the press today, Secretary General Kurt 
Waldheim found himself stumped when a UN 
correspondent for IPS asked him to comment on 
prospects for UN sponsorship of research to develop 
controlled thermonuclear fusion power by 1980 as the 
only solution to the Rockefeller-created energy crisis! 
The IPS reporter made reference to the Draft Resolution 
on Energy Policy circulated by the National Caucus of 
Labor Committees to participants in the United Nations 
Raw Materials Conference April 21 (see IPS No. 2)-a 
document of which the hapless Mr. Waldheim was 
ignorant. 

The assembled UN press corps reacted hysterically to 
the question, which injected reality into the servile 
protocol of the proceedings. When the wave of hoots, 
giggles, and gasps from the press subsided, Secretary 
General Waldheim-after his initial embarrassing 
confusion between the deadly fission process of 
generating energy arid fusion-offered the following 
diplomatic non-answer: 

"I wish I had the answer. I think the future of 
fusion power, as you call it, is of course very important in 
the field of energy. It is important not only with regard to 
the growing population but in every field of human 
activity. It is quite evident that we in the United Nations 
are looking very carefully �nto this' matter and our 
competent department is studying these aspects. But I 
do not think that anybody has yet found the solution to 
this problem." 

IPS: I have seen research done. In fact, the 
American Atomic Energy Commission has published 
papers that indicate that fllsion power could be 

,developed by 1980, but there is a certain amount of 

suppression of the evidence and the research. I think it is 
important for you to understand this and for the United 
Nations to get involved immediately." 

Waldheim: "The United' States and other Govern
ments are making a great effort in developing fusion 
power, but it will take several years before it can really be 
used in order to replace ordinary energy. We in the 
United Nations are certainly studying this matter very 
carefully. If you are interested in more detailed in
formation, I shall be quite happy to ask my competent 
coUeagues to keep you Informed [emphasis added]." 

Subsequent inquiry among UN press personnel by IPS 
correspondents indicated that numerous reporters are 
seriously interested in the question of fusion. but they 
confided privately to IPS that the Secretary General's 
promise to arrange a press briefing on the topic was 
empty bluster. The reason for the bluff was clarified 
when an extremely highly placed source at the UN in
formed IPS in 'confidence that Waldheim was simply 
lying: no UN research whatsoever on fusion is underway! 
The Secretary General's prevarication should come as no 
surprise-it is a matter of public record that the UN and 
its agencies are under the direct and total control of the 
Rockefeller faction of criminals in the world capitalist 
class, and have been since the organization's inception. 

IPS and the National Caucus of Labor Committees are 
developing plans to provide a briefing to the UN press 
corps on the critical question of fusion as the answer to 
Rockefeller's depression energy hoax. Physicists and 
socialist organizers will arrange such a discussion to 
ensure that the UN does not remain a rarified controlled 
environment for Rockefeller's international fascist 
policies. 

ELC Confronts U.N. Sponsored Psychologists on Behavior Modification 

STOCKHOLM, June 25 (IPS) - The European Labor 
Committees' intervention into a major five-day United 
Nations Conference on Stress last week makes clear the 
criminal insanity of those psychologists who are in the 
business of behavior-modifying the working class for 
Rockefeller's fascism from the top strategy. 

When challenged, these doctors qickly reveal their 
own insanity. The kind of babbling workers will find if 

'--- they challenge their in-plant controllers is exemplified by 
Professor James Henry, who does extensive ex
perimentation on mice. "Man has the same emotional 
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experiences as animals, but," Henry moans, "only man 
can become cold and inhuman." 

Forced to agree that his experiments could be used in 
brainwashing, Henry whined, "The world is very big and 
we are all small mice." 

When the ELC threatend to indict him for crimes 
against humanity unless he sees his responsibility as a 
scientist, Henry became upset, echoing the Nazi refrain 
in defense of Rockefeller: "I have to do what I'm told. I 
have to go down with the boat. If the captain runs the 
boat into an iceberg and the boat sink- I can't help it. I 



have to watch my job. If the captain told me three points 
to the north I do it ; I 'm part of the team." 

When confronted with the fact that Rockefeller is 
planning the mass genocide of millions of human beings, 
Henry lost control: "I know what you mean, but I 
happen to be on this boat and I have been on it for years, 
they paid me to be on it. It's true, they may be sailing to 
sink another boat full of fine people and I know I 
shouldn't be on it - but I'm stuck with it." 

From that juncture at the conference the eminent 
psychologists began unconsciously comparing them
selves to the Nazi Doctors of the Third Reich. Rene 
Dubos openly refused to take any responsibility for the 
work being done by the Tavistock Institute. Others took 
Campaigners to check if indeed they are Nuremburg 
criminals. 

Lennart Levi (general secretary of the symposium) 
tried to convince the Labor Committees of his innocence: 
"As far as I know, consciously, because I don't know 
about my subconscious, I'm telling the truth when I say 

that we are not out for pressing sweat and blood out of 
the workers as if we were pressing lemons." 

The facts reveal otherwise. 

Tum Men Into Beasts 
The stress conference is simply a conscious advance

ment on the Nazi creation of Adolphine (methadone) 
which enabled Krupp slaves to withstand intensive 
speedup rates which ultimately ground them to death. 
Dutch doctor Jan Groen stated: "Everything that is done 
to raise productivity should be complemented with what 
effects that will have on the workers physically and 
psychologically. " 
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Jan Froeberg from the Stress Laboratory, who draws 
his conclusions about the human mind from experiments 
on flies and cockroaches. praised the benefits to the 
capitalists of a self-controlled group (Lewinite "leader
less" brainwashing groups) .  Workers in the mining 
industry say to themselves: "If I stay home from a 
nightshift, I get hell from my fellow workers because 
then one of them who worked the afternoon shift has to 
work eight hours more ."  

To the psychologists themselves stress research is 
behavior modification - "experimentation, either of 
conditions of work [i .e. , the setting up of controlled en
vironments] or of some of the reactions [overt brain
washing] ." Meausres recommended at the meeting were 
"medication, i .e. , psychotropic drugs such as tran
quilizers, anti-depressants, etc . ,  as well as drugs that 
affect the autonomic nervous system, sleep therapy. 
psychophysical relaxation and! or physical exercise." 

Also present at this stress conference were 
representatives from the Soviet Union and Czecho
slovakia. When confronted by the ELC with their 
criminal participation, they answered that there was a 
difference when these methods are used in a socialist 
country and in a capitalist counnry. "Our country." said 
the Czech representative. "does not export revolution."  

The Social Democrats were forced to report to their 
working-class readership: "A group of outside youth 
wondered if these experiments weren't aimed at making 
the worker tolerate strains. They were trying to put 
economical, political aspects on the research . . .  The youth 
belong to an anti-capitalist organization. the European 
Labor Committees ." 
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state of labor 

Rockefeller Escalates Lockouts and Forced Strikes 

June 29 (IPS) - The current wave of lockouts 
and forced strikes sweeping through Western Europe 
and North America represents a decisive escalation of 
Rockefeller's offensive against the working class. While 
the press continues to refer to such activity as "strikes, "  
attempting to portray them as the same kind of battles 
that have been fought by the world labor movement over 
the last 20 years, intelligence evaluations of prominent 
"strikes" in key national sectors reveal that there has 
been a qualitative shift in terms of the battle. 

In Italy, where the bankrupt economy can no longer 
afford to meet its wage bills, nearly 300,000 hospital 
workers in the Bologna region have been given forced 
vacations without pay. Meanwhile, the construction 
industry, top-heavy with debt. collapsed --:-_ laying off 
15,000 workers in the Turin region and 10,000 around 
Rome. Companies on the verge of bankruptcy are 
"reorganizing" (rationalizing) their operations to stay 
afloat. These firms have begun selective layoffs while 
enforcing brutal speed-up.The results have been predict
able. The API refinery, occupied by workers fearing the 
loss of their jobs, was immediately ordered closed by the 
management. Workers who thought they were staging a 
brief protest suddenly found themselves locked out. 

Futile Labor Militancy 

The pattern of Rockefeller's attack indicated here is 
relatively simple. While ferment over collapsing econom
ic conditions continues to build regardless of precautions 
taken, these same depression conditions have fore
doomed all trade union struggles to brutal defeat. 
Though the fighting spirit of the class is at the present 
time very high, there exists no political leadership save 
the Labor Committees that has even the foggiest notion 
of what to do. The Labor Committees are acting rapidly 
to fill this vacuum while Rockefeller, through agents in 
the labor movement, is trying frantically to control the 
ferment by pushing it into futile outbursts of trade union 
militancy. 

Faced with the necessity of reducing both employment 
levels and total wage bill by nearly SO per cent and with 
the collapse now just weeks away, frantic 
capitalists have backed the working class up against the 
wall. They intend to force a fascist labor policy down 
workers' throats and are willing to savagely crush 
anything that gets in their way. 

On the North American continent, the construction, 
auto and municipal secfo-rs have thus far been hit the 
hardest. Nearly 25,000 construction workers have been 
forced out on strike since the beginning of this month. 
This coordinated maneuver is designed to set up the 
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continent's construction industry for the resettlement 
development projects of the Fourth Reich (see IPS. this 
issue) . 

Meanwhile, in the collapsing auto industry, the CIA
controlled UA W leadership of Leonard Woodcock has 
been using the deteriorating shop conditions as a 
springboard for a reign of terror against its own workers, 
pulling confusing and demoralizing Apache-type strike 
actions. In a recent strike at the Ford Stamping plant in 
Chicago, workers across town in another Ford plant did 
not know about the strike. 

At the same time. auto workers have been sent home 
early, after being told that the two-week process of 
retooling and changeover for the new model year would 
take nearly two months this year. 

Workers laid off over the last eight months are being 
told that they will be rehired soon, maybe after 
changeover .  S imultan eously,  rumors are being 
circulated that new waves of layoffs are coming as well . 

Faced with enormous debt and falling tax revenues, 
municipalities and major urban areas have declared 
open season on municipal workers. giving fair 
warning that they simply do not have enough money te 
pay increases. Larger numbers of contracts come up in 
the next few weeks making it likely that the 
counterinsurgent municipal union AFSCME will be 
leading hopeless strikes. Workers need only look to the 
results of the recent strike of the Amalgamated Clothing 
Workers to see their future. Whole sections of the textile 
industry, especially in the South. are closing down. 
saying that they cannot afford to pay wages . Workers in 
other plants have been given the choice of taking wage 
cuts or being laid on. 

In Belgium ,  small isolated strikes have swept the 
country. Typical is the strike of workers at the bankrupt 
Boutliolux plant .  After being on strike for weeks they 
agreed to go back to work so that the company will not 
fold completely. Equally pathetic is a strike in the 
bottling section of a near-bundrupt brewery. The forced 
strike over intensive speed-up was used as an excuse to 
lock out the rest of the company workers, halting all 
production . The company has not bothered even to 
indicate when they would begin bargaining. 

Meanwhile, workers have occupied a number of 
bankrupt textile plants in a desperate attempt to hold on 
to their jobs. In France. hellish working conditions have 
produced numerous small strikes. Workers at the 
Unsinor-Dunkerque steel plant have been forced to work 
for eight days straight ,  while large numbers of workers 
already have heen laid off. Two exhausted workers were 



recently burned to death. All union confederations 
joined to shut down the plant; management responded 
by calmly putting a padlock on the place and sitting tight 
while the press circulate rumors of a "catastrophic steel 
shortage. "  

Simultaneously. the French trade unions CFDT and 
CGT have ordered their workers on futile sit-in occupa
tions like the one at th� Z�nith Aviation plant. 

Caution Where Needed 

In West Germany Rockefeller forces have moved far 
more cautiously. Though collapse of the entire German 
industrial sector is just ��nths. and possibly only 'Weeks 
away, massive layoffs have not yet begun:-

Realizing that 
such layoffs would bring about a total confrontation, 
capitalists are trying other tricks. Volkswagen, suffering 
in the depressed auto market, is itself on the verge of 
collapse and has announced plans to reduce its work-, 
force by more than ten per cent. Workers have been 
subjected to a lay()ff rumor campaign that has everyone 
looking over his shoulder. 
Not satisfied with this attack, Volkswagen has attempted 
an old trick. It offered its workers a full year's salary 
(9000 marks) if they would make their summer vacation 
permanent and fire themselves . The last time they tried 
this 40,000 workers left. 

The story being passed around the huge IG Metal 
union says mass firings won't start until autumn .  
Meanwhile union leadership, true to its counterinsurgent 
history, has made no official statement. Behind the 
blank stare of the German worker is the common 
knowledge that the process of capitalist collapse has 
already halved auto production, wiped out the con-
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struction industry. and bankrupted small machine tool 
firms. 

Britain 

In Britain .  more than 100,000 workers are out on 
strike, mostly white collar workers . As in Italy, hospitals 
cannot afford to pay their workers and have forced a 
series of strikes. Two weeks ago Clive Jenkins, head of 
the white collar section of the A UEW, paid a surprise 
visit to Rockefeller labor agent Jerry Wurf of the United 
States' AFSCME to pick up some last-minute in
structions .  

The fight in Britain is  being staged around the issue of 
threshold pay increases. Companies are simply refusing 
to pay negotiated wage increases. British Leyland , 
Britain's largest private employer, said it could not 
afford to pay the increase. Only the clerical workers 
(Jenkins' boys) got angry enough to do anything and 
walked out. The strike has already caused 8,000 ad
ditional layoffs . -

Similar fights over the threshold pay issue are now 
breaking out across the country. Meanwhile, industry 
intends to provoke the demoralized workers even fur
ther. The same day that it announced its inability to pay 
wage increases , Leyland also announced that it was 
undertaking a productivity study to develop plans for 
systematic layoffs . The Engineering Employers 
Federation, representing 5200 companies, has indicated 
that there should be no further wage increases without 
increases in productivity, helping Rockefeller to force a 
Brazilian-style cost of living index down the throats of 
British workers. 

-------------------------
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north america 
IPS 

Death C amp Resettlement Bill Authored by UA W 

June 27 (IPS) - A member of Minnesota Senator 
Walter Mondale's staff told IPS this week that the 
Senator's proposed National Employment Relocation 
Administration (NERA) bill, a cornerstone of the Senate 
Democrats' legislative package boosting Rockefeller's 
slave-labor camps, was not written in Mondale's office! 
1be author of this reincarnation of the Nazi Labor Front 
is none other than the United Auto Workers (UAW)! 

This revelation corroborates what IPS and New 
Solidarity have publicized since the summer of 1973: the 
UA W is not a union; it is the industrial division of the 
Rockefeller cabal's CIA network. From the postwar 
takeover of the U A W by Walter Reuther, the pioneer of 
the inside job, to Leonard Woodcock's present regime, 
sophisticated counterinsurgents and. capitalist policy
makers have operated out of the VA W executive's 
Education, International Affairs, Economic Research 
and Legislative Departments. 

IPS is currently investigating the widely rumored 
report traced to a UAW staffer that the bills supposedly 
authored by the UA W legislative Department in fact 
originated in the office of the Ford Foundation in New 
York City. 

Fascist Planning 

In turn, it is clear that Mondale's relationship to the 
UA W is under direct orders 'from the Rockefellers. Most 
recently, the Minnesota Senator met with David and 
Nelson Rockefeller and a host of European financiers, 
politicians, and miliatry leaders at the April "Bilder
berger" strategy conference in southern France. 

Mondale's NERA would set up a classic fascist Ad
visory Council, composed of business, labor, the 
"public," and the relevant government departments 
(Labor, Commerce, and the Envirommental Protection 
Agency). This group would have the power to draw the 
industrial map of the U.S. by determining which fac
tories and communities would get the Brazilian recycling 
treatment. 

The heart of the Employment Relocation plan is to tie 
income and other henefits for unemployed workers to 
their agreement to and satisfactory progress in a 
resettlement behavior-modification program of "testing, 
counseling, and placement services." In short, NERA 
would. like Roman Emperors in a previous economic 
collapse, hold the power of life and death. 

The NERA bill is the UA W's legislative priority and 
their strong lobbying support is spearheaded by 
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Woodcock's organizing for the newly created Committee 
of 100 coaliti!-ln for Nazi-style "full employment". 
WaIter Reuther was the first to push this plan, hiring an 
organizer for the postwar Full Employment Act as his 
chief ghost writer. 

The VA W's CIA History 
During the 1930's, Reuther and Woodcock, as part of 

the Socialist Party leadership, struck an anti-communist 
alliance with Rockefeller's fascist brain trust around 
behavior modifier Kurt Lewin. From that pact stems the 
UA W's complete integration into the wartime Office of 
Strategic Services (OSS) and postwar CIA apparatus, 
hallmarked by Reuther's close friendship with Arthur 
Goldberg. Goldberg headed the subversion of European 
trade unions conducted by the OSS. 

Nat Weinberg, the designer of the NERA bill, was 
until his recent retirement the VAW research director. 
He is a product of the VA W -OSS collaboration.· 
Weinberg left Lewin's tutelage as an economist on the 
War Production Board to supervise the drafting of VA W 
legislation, a post he held for the past 27 years. NERA 
will be his crowning achievement. 

In coming months, VA W members will be prepared 
for their NERA resettlement in group discussion sessions 
pre-planned by the UA W Education Department at their 
testing ground, the Black Lake Brainwashing Center. 
Another Socialist Party agent. Brendan Sexton, took 
over this operation in 1946, and for fourteen years he 
worked closely with Lewin's heirs at the Michigan In
stitute for Social Research in refining Lewin's National 
Training Laboratories methods for industrial usc. 

Also in 1946, Reuther picked up as his top ad
ministrative assistant Jack Conway, a graduatc of 
Rockefeller's University of Chicago working on a PhD in 
sociology at the time. From his record - Conway wound 
up in the Kennedy administration's War on Poverty - it 
is clear that he studied counterinsurgency methodology 
in Saul Alinsky style. Mitchell Sviridoff and Robert 
Schrank, two UA W proteges of Conway, later moved 
inio the high echelons of the Ford Foundation, firming 
up the CIA network which is responsible for authoring 
the NERA. 

An analysis of the Mondale and Rockefeller reset
tlement schemes is available rrom IPS_ 
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CIA "Counter-Spy" Countergang Attacks Labor Committee, Protects SLA 

June 29 (IPS) - In a hasty and shoddy attempt to offset 
the continuing exposure of CIA-created terror!st 
groupings by IPS and New Solidarity, the Rockefeller 
cabal has activated a group of "former" CIA and Air 
Force Intelligence agents known as the "Organizing 
Committee for a Fifth Estate. "  This fifth column for
mation, with financial backing from such moral and 
intelIectual degenerates as Norman Mailer and "advice" 
from "alternative" CIA agents like Marcus Raskin of the 
Institute for Policy Studies in Washington, D.C. , has in 
the most recent issue of its quarterly journal Counter-Spy 
completely exposed itself as a CIA-controlled coun
tergang. 

Virtually the entire issue of the most recent Counter
Spy is devoted to a less than sophisticated cover-up of 
CIA responsibility for the terrorist formation known as 
the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) , juxtaposed with 
puerile attempts to link the National Caucus of Labor 
Committees (NCLC) and New Solidarity to the SLA! 

The intention to link the SLA and NCLC is not left to 
the reader's imagination. The first paragraph of the 
issue states: "In this edition, Counter-Spy examines two 
organizations responsible for terrorlzmg various 
segments of the American popUlation. The Fifth Estate 
maintains an on-going interest in the subject of terrorism 
through our Terrorism Information Project (TIP) . Our 
articles illustrating the activities of the Symbionese 
Liberation Army (SLA) and the National Caucus of 
Labor Committees (NCLC)· will hopefully shed some 
light on a subject that lies hidden in the shadows of 
government secrecy, media sensationalism, public 
paranoia, and political manipulation . "  

SLA Cover-Up 

The first article, entitled "The Symbionese Con
nections, "  by one Winslow Peck, is exposed as a com
plete fraud by simple content analysis: 

- The entire piece revolves around a "factual" ac
counting gleaned from newspaper reports, or blow-by
blow description, of the activities of the SLA since the 
murder of Oakland School Superintendent Marcus Fost
er. This creates the intended aura of mystery. 

- Although giving an acknowledging nod to Donald 
Freed's Citizens Research and Investigation Committee 
(CRIC) , which has compiled lengthy documentation of 
the SLA's CIA origins, Counter-Spy completely avoids 
all reference to CIA responsibility. CIA agent Colston 
Westbrook, exposed by Freed and IPS as the control 
agent in charge of the SLA's predecessor brainwashed 
group the Black Cultural Association inside Vacaville 
Prison, is mentioned only in passing as a "former SLA 
comrade." 
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-The article makes no mention of the brainwashing 
behavior-modification techniques used extensively by the 
CIA and LEAA in the Vacaville Prison psychiatric 
facility. 

-Thus, the lie is perpetuated that the SLA is an actual 
political left organization, comprised of "naive" 
misguided young people. A brief summary of the police 
agent career of "Field Marshall Cinque" (Donald David 
De Freeze) is provided, but even this "expose" (com
piled months ago by both Freed and IPS) is a sham, for it 
contends that DeFreeze's agent role ended in 1969. The 
Fifth Estate contends that thereafter DeFreeze became a 
radical . 

-Most telling is the fact that the article totally avoids 
mentioning the full exposure of the SLA by the National 
Caucus of Labor Committees, IPS, and New Solidarity. 
Hundreds of journalists received press releases from New 
Solidarity documenting CIA responsibility for the SLA 
operation,  beginning with New Solidarity News Bulletin 
No. 7S February 16 ,  1 974 (title: "Press Must Help Labor 
Committee Attempt to Save Ms. Hearst's Life") . 
Counter-Spy merely remarks in passing that "there is 
considerable doubt in some circles that the SLA is a 
leftwing organization ."  

Attack on Labor Committee 

This Pentagon Papers-style cover-up for the CIA 
accomplished, the Counter-Spy issue then devotes itself 
to a slanderous attack on the NCLC, cribbed from a 
Liberation News Service (LNS) article circulated to CIA
controlled left-liberal circles earlier this year. More 
significant than the fact that this four-page libel contains 
flagrant falsehoods, the major allegation is that the 
NCLC (not the SLA!)  is controlled by "security 
agencies. "  This charge is made with hysterical 
denunciations of the successful campaign, waged over 
six years, by which the NCLC became the leading 
socialist revolutionary organization in the U.S .  by 
organizing the political working class on a classwide 
international perspective to take over and run the 
economy. Here too the Fifth Estate coincidentally forgets 
that the NCLC tirst exposed the SLA. 

"Are We A Government Front?" 

This ploy is timed to coincide with the latest shift in 
CIA policy, signalled by the recent much-touted 
publication of the Mark I I  Pentagon Papers hoax, Victor 
Marchetti's book, The CIA and The Cult (�nntelligence. 
This shift, also telegraphed on the Op Ed page of the 
June 29 New York Times by CIA director William 
Colby, amounts to a public relations gambit designed to 
dissolve the Central Intelligence Agency into the very 
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pores of the governmental apparatus and society as a 
whole. 

Thus the Fifth Estate's revulsion with what they term 
"excessive government secrecy. "  A Fifth Estate pam
phlet asks the question: "Is the Fifth Estate a Governm-
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ment Front?" Their literature should deceive no one. 
Although they answer no, they ask you tocall their office 
"before stopping by, as we have frequent meetings."  IPS 
suggests that interested persons should drop in, 
unannounced, at Fifth Estate's offices at Suite 519 of the 
plush DuPont Circle Building in W

'
ashington, D. C. 

U.S. Labor Party to Sue FBI for Detroit Attack 

DETROIT, June 28 (IPS) - In a move to prevent 
further illegal disruption of its socialist organizing by the 
FBI and related subversive organizations, the U.S .  
Labor Party (USLP) will shortly file suit against the FBI 
in Detroit Federal District Court for its part in invading 
the office of Detroit Labor Party and Detroit Labor 
Committee illegally and subsequently ransacking and 
seizing materials froJl1 its Party office. 

The Labor Party suit seeks a permanent injunction 
against the FBI for violating its Fourth (search and 
seizure) and Fourteenth (due process) amendment 
constitutional rights. 

The suit stems from the illegal search-an4��eiz��e 
operation carried out by the FBI and Detroit Police 
Department on the Labor Party office here June 20. As 
reported in IPS, the armed squad of police was osten
sibly searching for Vernon Higgins, an FBI informer 
who, torn apart by conflicting pressures to inform on the 
Labor Party while simultaneously being drawn closer to 
its ideas and organizing, had ,broken down and confessed 
to Labor Party members the night before that he was a 
paid FBI informer. Higgins is the second FBI informer 
in the USLP to crack this year. The other, Bill Rini, is 
now working with the Cleveland Labor Party. 

Trying to convince other agents in the field that FBI is 
big enough to protect them in case they too are exposed, 
the FBI is now compounding its blunders. 

FBI Hysterical 

The morning after Higgins confessed that he had been 
assigned by the FBI more than two months ago to in
filtrate and inform on the Detroit Labor Committee and 
Labor Party, he called his FBI control agent, Jones, from 
the Labor Party office, falsely claiming that he was being 
held against his will. He then left the office, at the 
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request ot Labor Party organizers. Several hours later, a 
squad of armed policemen and FBI agents raided the 
office, armed with a search warrant for Higgins. 
Although it was immediately obvious that Higgins was 
not on the premises, the squad ransacked the office, 
rifled through files, photographed everything in sight. 
and illegally confiscated information . including a list of 
Canadian contacts of the North American Labor Party. 

Higgins later surfaced on Friday in Pontiac. 
Michigan, where he tiled a complaint against the 
National Caucus of Labor Committees and USLP. On 
Monday, the FBI was forced to renege on the complaint. 
knowing full well that to pursue it would merely open 
itself up to further ridicule. since the basis of the 
complaint was patently false. 

The suit. which is being brought by U.S .  Labor Party 
candidates, including Pete Signorelli and Andrew 
Rotstein, seeks a permanent injunction against the FBI 
and other named parties from further illegal infiltration 
by FBI informmers; search. harassment of members and 

,
organizers; and illegal seizure of materials and 
disruption of electoral campaigns - this last since 
Higgins was, before revealing his FBI connections. a 
candidate on the Labor Party ticket. 

As perpetrators of these illegal action. the suit names 
Higgins; the City of Detroit; and Detroit Police 
Department, including the Chief of Police. and the 
policemen involved in the raid; the FBI. including the 
control agents directly implicated in the case and 
director Clarence Kelley; and U.S.  Attorney General 
William Saxbe. In addition . the suit asks $5.000.000 in 
damages for illegal infiltration and disruption of elec
toral campaigns. and return of the materials illegally 
contiscated from the Labor Party office during the raid. 
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CIA, FBI Harrassment Increases 

June 28 (IPS) - In an attempt to cancel their em
barrassing and costly mistake in Detroit last week (see 
accompanying article) , the CIA and FBI have stepped up 
harassment and threats against Labor Committee 
members and periphery. In  the Detroit area, organizers 
were detained at the Canadian end of the Windsor 
tunnel by an hysterical undercover Mounted Policeman. 
In Seattle, two Labor Committee members brought into 
the police station to pay back traffic tickets were greeted 
with : "Oh, hello, Commies."  In Philadelphia, a prison 
van drove up to an unemployment center where New 
Solidarity was being sold and threatened to arrest the 
distributors unless they paid a fee. 

In at least two cases, Labor Committee members' 
relatives have been visited, partly for purposes of ob
taining psychological profiles. The landlord of leading 
Buffalo organizer Ira Liebowitz rebuffed two visits from 
the FBI. At the same time, Labor Committee regional 
offices ar�£e�(!i�i� letters from ex-La����omnlittee 
members in a renewal of last winter's NAG*-CIA 
rumor-mill. The FBI's questions and statements are re
vealing indicators as to the areas where Labor Commit
tee organizing is most immediately threatening to 
Rockefeller. 
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The question, "Is the Labor Committee planning tc 
bust up the United Auto Workers?" was put by the FBI 
to a leading Cleveland member of the North American 
Unemployed and Welfare Rights Organization . The FBI 
told this organizer that the LEAA had nothing to do with 
the FBI; that the Symbionese Liberation Army was 
prison-created but De Freeze was not CIA-linked; and 
that the Labor Committee will "get violent" with 
"shotguns in New York." The visitors matched the 
descriptions of the contacts of exposed FBI infiltrator 
William Rini, whose names are Kenney and Shoe. The 
next day, the Cleveland Labor Committee office received 
a bomb threat by telephone, and within minutes of the 
NCLC's summonns to the bomb squad, Agent Kenney 
was seen driving past the office. Seven squad cars and 
three unmarked police cars arrived with the special 
investigations squad, who found nothing. 

*NAG - The "New Alternatives Group" is a 
countergang composed of brainwashed ex-Labor 
Committee members formed by CIA operatives and 
behavior-modification experts last January to harass the 
Labor Committees and relatives of LC members. 
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britain . 

British Labour Government Foisting Rockefeller Politics on Working Class 

June 29 (IPS) - The current attempt by the British 
Labour Party to define the upcoming general election 
this fall in terms of domestic politics is simply 
collaboration with Rockefeller to bankrupt the British 
economy. The only economic function Britain could have 
in Rockefeller's intended fascist world order is as the 
clearing bank through the City of London for financing 
construction of international slave-labor camps. 

This is precisely the policy which Finance Minister 
Denis Healey and Foreign Secretar)( James Callaghan are 
actively pursuing in collaboration with Eurotraitors Sch
midt and Giscard. Meanwhile at home Anthony 
Wedgewood Benn, Minister of Trade and Industry and 
Michael Foot, Minister of Labour, are conspiring to 
wreck the already decaying British industrial sector. 

London: Financial Center 

Since the early 1960's when the Eurodollar Market, 
the main source of financing for the large multinational 
companies, began to emerge, the London clearing banks 
have become the center of international finance in 
Europe. Especially as U .S .  multinationals began to 
spread throughout Europe, London became the point 
through which large- amounts of U.S .  capital were 
funneled. Because Rockefeller's interest, not only in the 
int�rnational banking structure but in the multinationals 
as well, is overwhelming, the Rockefellers have con
solidated fingertip control over the functioning of the 
City of London. 

At this point, the only thing keeping the British 
economy afloat is Arab money being deposited in 
London banks. To the extent that Rockefeller can 
convince the Arabs to use their oil revenue as a lending 
fund for his Brazil-style plans throughout the world . 
London will remain the center for these recycled funds. 
Without them the country will collapse. 

Healy at lMF 
This point is not lost on Chancellor of the Exchequer 

Denis Healey. Longtime friend of Helmut Schmidt, 
from the days in which both of them were instrumental 
in promoting NATO policy in their respective countries , 
Healey has moved to the fore in promoting Rockefeller's 
plans internationally. 

IPS reporters at the recent Washington IMF con
ference noted that the British press was always the first 
breaking developments, because Healey concentrates on 

'--- getting the word to them fast. As Healey knows, British 
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papers such as the London Times and the Financial 
Times are authoritative sources among international 
capitalists. 

Upon his return to London from the IMF conference. 
Healey gave Parliament a detailed account of the 
Washington meeting, and assured the distinguished 
Members thhat he had been instrumental in pushing 
through the SDR proposal agreed upon at the con
ference. In fact, on his way home Healey made a special 
trip to New York, where he lunched with David 
Rockefeller and other leading bankers. 

Callaghan and NATO 

While Healey was in Washington. Foreign Secretary 
James Callaghan was busy preparing for the NATO's 
recent conference in Ottawa (IPS this issue) . Just as 
Healey was the defense link to his European coun
terparts in the last Labour government (1%4-1970) . ' 
Callaghan was the finance minister who negotiated a 
large IMF loan for Britain . and finally ordered the 

devaluation of the pound . 
At the pre-Ottawa meeting in Brussels. Callaghan 

single-handedly pushed through a re-wording of the joint 
declaration .  He objected to the emphasis on European 
unity, instead stressing closer European ties with the 
U .S .  

As  Healey takes care of the economic front, Callaghan 
is fast preparing the social support role that NATO will 
play. 

To ensure that this international plot comes off, the 
industrial guts must be ripped out of Britain, and with 
them the working class. This is the role of Healey's 
budget, and of back-up schemes from Minister of Trade 
and Industry Benn and Labour Minister Foot. As 

Healey's budget bankrupts large sections of traditional 
British industry (see Research Report. IPS No. 8) Benn 
and Foot are right behind to implement the necessary 
social policies . 

Destruction of Industry 

Benn has promised British industry that every 
company which goes bankrupt will be eligible for 
government aid if they ( 1 )  adopt worker participation 
schemes; (2) agree to government dictation of investment 
policies ; and (3) follow government industrial relocation 
guidelines. Companies that do not comply need expect 
no government aid . 

Already. one small engineering tirm has begged Benn 



to take it over, and the government has announced that 
it is nationalizing one of the largest touring agencies, the 
Court Line, which went bankrupt last week. 

For his part Foot is active enforcing the "social 
contract" made between the Labour Government and 
trade unions which places squarely on the shoulders of 
the working class the responsibility for the failure of 
British industry. While demanding SO per cent 
representation on company boards and Brazilian-style 
cost of living raises , the trade unions have agreed to limit 
wage demands, and have been reluctant to strike lest 
industry collapse just as it is recovering from the three
day-week catastrophe. 

The government has effectively created a situation in 
which it determines how industry will be structured, 
placing the responsibility for this right on the workers. 
For this to work, the government must ensure one thing: 
it cannot allow Rockefeller's intentions to become known 
to the working class . If this were to happen, the domestic 
strangulation engineered by the Labour Party would fall 
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apart as workers began to identify their interests as 
outside their plant, their city, their island. 

Phony Nationalization 

The nationalization issue is but one aspect of the plan 
to disorient the working class. The companies which 
Benn has named as ripe for take-over are large 

multinationals, including American-owned Ford Motor 
Company, which has plants in Britain. The British 

government could have no more control in reality over 
these companies than it does over the Arab dollars 
propping up its economy! By focusing on this phony 
issue - can the "left" TAKE OVER British industry? 
- Labour has guaranteed that workers will not worry 
about their real enemy. 

Enoch Powell's Game 

Thus Enoch Powell becomes indispensable for Britain . 
While shooing blacks, Irish, the EEC, under the rug, he 
assures Britons that there is no outside world; that their 
neurotic view of their self-contained island existence is 
reality. 

British M ilitary Occupy Heathrow for Second Time in Six M onths 

WNOON, June 27 (IPS) - In what was called the most 
intensive operation ever mounted in England, troops and 
extra armed police today were sent into Heathrow air
port, near London, where they are expected to camp for 
a week ot longer. 

The maneuver was called because intelligence sources 
determined that the "terrorist threat" had moved from 
the World Soccer Cup games in West Germany and 
probably was not focused on Britain where international 
"socialist" leaders like Yitzak Rabin of Israel were to 
meet with Wilson over the weekend. 

-
Travellers are being searched by army and police 

guards. In January, the last time such a guard was 
stationed at the airport, troops patrolled during the day 
only and returned to their bases each night. 
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Reporters trying to track down the story today were 
first referred to the Home Office . who told them it was 
primarily a police operation . The police . however. had 
no comment and referred all enquiries back to the Home 
Office. 

It was revealed that the decision to occupy Heathrow 
was made after "top-level discussions between the Army, 
the police and government officials earlier this week." 

The official statement from the Home Office reads:  
"Security measures at Heathrow need to be intensified 
from time to time in the light of assessments made about 
the likelihood of terrorist activity. of which there is a 
constant extra precautions are being instituted today 
which include an increase in the number of police and 
military personnel. These have been in the light of 
current assessment." 
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British Press Pushes Military "Solution" 

June 29 (IPS) - The British press has officially declared 
democracy dead in that country and is now prescribing 
new-style military operations based on the "politically 
explosive ideas put forth by Brigadier Fr�nk Kitson" as 
the cure for Britain's crisis. 

The widely read and respected London Times, after 
counting up the cracks appearing daily in the crumbling 
facade of parliamentary rule (including the literal 
destruction of an entire wing of the House of Commons 
by a rigged "IRA" bomb last week), carried articles on 
its Op Ed page twice this month which openly advocated 
the "Kitson theory" of troop requirements for Great 
Britain .  Counterinsurgency method s tested and ' 
perfected in Northern Ireland are now surfacing in Her 
Majesty's realm as British Intelligence, with assistance 
from its CIA overseers, surreptitiously orchestrates the 
"anarchic situations" necessary to bring low-intensity 
military rule to Britain - to be implemented smoothly 
and at the urgent request ofthe working class. 

Violent clashes between so-called "fascists" and 
"reds" of an intensity not seen in Britain in the last 50 
years, modelled after Ireland's phony civil war, coupled 
with terrorist bombings, kidnappings, and "natural dis
asters" have already been staged for the sole purpose of 
provoking public outrage and priming the troops for 
their new police role. A close look at the recent con
frontation between left and right extremists in London's 
Red Lion Square, a brawl which left one dead and many 
injured, leaves no doubt that this was a dry run: a set-up 
from one end of the political spectrum to the other, with 
British Intelligence pulling the strings. 

An LEAA Scenario 

Early in May Enoch Powell's fascist National Front, 
headed up by two former members of the British Nazi 
Party, submitted its plans for an anti-immigration rally 
to Scotland Yard. Specialists in the Yard's crowd control 
unit A8 examined the proposed composition, timing and 
route of the National Front march in detail and nodded 
approval. 

As soon as the word got out via MIS's agents, a little
known leftist front group called the London Committee 
for Liberation surfaced and announced its plans for an 
anti-fascist counterdemonstration,  culminating in a rally 
at Conway Hall, the precise spot of the National Front 
meeting. Representatives such as International Socialists 
(IS), International Marxist Group (IMG) , the British 
Communist Party and various Maoist sectlets, 
participated in a similar "full discussion" of their plans 
with Scotlland Yard's A8, and a route which would bring 
the two opposing groups into open confrontation was 
directly mapped out by British Intelligence. 
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On the spot from start to finish was Deputy Assistant 
Commissioner John Gerrard, the Yard's most exper
ienced crowd control officer, who gleefully took over as 
soon as Liberation's plans to hold a counter
demonstration became known. Responsible for handling 
every major London demonstration since the anti-war 
protests of 1968, Gerrard gave his personal approval to 
the proposed march route. He received his graduate 
training in such provocation at the CIA/LEAA Senior 
Officer's Disturbance Orientation Course (SEADOC) at 
Fort Gordon, Georgia. 

A longtime Kitson disciple, Gerrard learned his lesson 
well at SEADOC. He prefers low-intensity maneuvers to 
"huge contingents of police" and likes to keep to a 
minimum the number of uniformed men on a site 
backing them up with a group of highly mobile reserves

'
. 

His deployment for that day's demonstration also 
included the controversial use of two specialist arms of 
the Metropolitan Police: the mounted police as a second 
(rather than the usual fourth) line of defense and a newly 
created crack counterinsurgency unit, the elite Special 
Patrol Group (SPG). The SPG provides a pool of volun
teer policemen, not attached to any particular division, 
who can be mobilized at a moment's notice - an old 
Kitson concept, doubtless refined at SEADOC. 

The Special Patrol Group, to their credit, has not been 
singled out as responsible for the violence which broke 
out at Red Lion Square. When the leftwing demon
strators approached the Square, they were met by police 
barricades blocking the agreed-upon route. Rather than 
turn off in the other direction, Tariq Ali the British left's 
favorite immigrant, who was just awarded British 
citizenship, (presumably for services rendered) gave the 
signal to his band of agents in the IMG and their Maoist 
crazy co-provocateurs in the Communist Party of 
England-Marxist-Leninist. What happened next is clear. 
In fact, according to one reporter, it "looked pre
�rranged ." The phony leftist fringe group broke away 
from the march and lunged at the police . Immediately, 
police reinforcements arrived in 1 3  Ford transit vans . 
used by the SPG.  The mounted police together with foot 
police wielding truncheons and the two prongs of 
reinforcements steam rolled all the demonstrators back 
up the narrow street. Although there was never any 
danger of the two "political" groups contlicting, in the 
melee which ensued 39 policemen were injured , several 
demonstrators were seriously battered . and one young 
man was killed. 

"Let's Do This More Often" 

With "anarchic situations" like this one brewing and 
the defense budget being slashed . the L O/ldoll Tim!'s was 
quick to make the con nection . W I1\' not lise Brita in's  



part-time soldiers. the Territorial Army Volunteer 
Reserves (T A VR) as the crack counterinsurgency corps? 
Already playing a major role in NATO defense. the 
T A VR are small, highly mobile units with simple 
weapons and equipment, eminently well suited for "what 
is loosely known in military circles as the Kitson theory" 
of modern requirements for army troops in this period. 

The London Times author, "having seen at close 
quarters regular units operating in such theatres as 
Aden, Borneo and Northern Ireland" (where Kitson's 
men cut their teeth) feels sure that "a good T A VR unit 
would need little more than a fortnight to bring itself up 
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to full operational standards." Their role is now that of 
an "uncommitted reserve" but, lest anyone doubt their 
suitability to carry out "low-intensity operations,"  a 
T A VR unit recently turned out voluntarily to help with 
evacuation and resettlement on the night of the 
devastating Nypro chemical plant explosion in Flix
borough. 

Disasters like the Nypro blast. the Westminster 
bombing, and the staged confrontation between "class
conscious" countergangs are the military's means to test 
and overhaul counterinsurgency units for the final 
otfensive against the British working class. 

1 9  
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west germany 

Tito Pays Official Visit . . .  To Brandt 

J�ne 29 (IPS) - Yugoslavia's leader Marshal Titp went 
to West Germany this week on an official visit to 
government leaders . But Tito had only a brief formal 
meeting with Eurotraitor Helmut Schmidt, the West 
German Chancellor, while he devoted two hours each to 
former Chancellor Willy Brandt now head of West 
Germany's Social Democratic Party (SPD) and SPD 
parliamentary leader Herbert Wehner. Brandt invited 
Tito to the BRD before Br(lndt was deposed this May in 
the wake of the Guillaume spy scandal set-up; Tito 
insisted that a meeting with 

-
his original 'host be in

corporated into the trip. 

The Yugoslav League of Communists was the first and 
only one of the European powers, East or West, to 
identify Brandt's removal from office as an obvious turn 
for the worse in European detente politics. Yugoslavia, 
from its strategic location at the head of the Balkan 
peninsula, has recent direct experience of NATO 
provocations, which have heightened Yugoslav sen
sitivity to the politics of the Rockefeller-NATO cabal in ' 
Europe. Although lacking a thorough understanding of 
the Rockefeller plan of attack, Tito is aware of the 
gravity of the international situation and recognizes that 
the Bonn leadership change has further jeopardized the 
prospects for survival of Western Europe and the entire 
socialist bloc. 
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Alarmed by recent talks between the defense ministers 
of Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union and by Yugoslavia's 
drawing closer to the Comecon countries. the Frank

jurter Allgemeine Zeitung daily newspaper closely 
aligned to Rockefeller interests, blurted out the 
Rockefeller cabal's view of Yugoslavia just before Tito's 
visit in an editorial June 22: "The security of Western 
Europe partially depends on the country between the 
Danube and the Adriatic not belonging to the Moscow 
empire . . . .  at the same time, Yugoslavia's security is a 
precondition for a functional Atlantic Alliance ."  This 
blunt statement targets Yugoslavia as a crucial 
strategical pawn for NATO, and a country Rockefeller 
wants to win away from its Soviet ties. 

This spring NATO provocations at the Yugoslav
Italian border demonstrated NATO's utter disregard of 
Yugoslav sovereignty, which took the form of an attempt 
to stir up nationalist strife within traditionally ethnically 
divided Yugoslavia by blaming the provocations on 
Soviet influence in the country. 

"Schmidt will press Tito to speak about this , "  said the 
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. It is not likely that 
Schmidt got anything out of this brave old tighter, who 
came to Bonn on the tide of his 10th Party Congress 
success.  Tito's cold-shouldering of Schmidt should give 
food for thought to Moscow's Foreign Policy office. who 
have treated the advent of Schmidt with ill-placed trust. 
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south korea 

South Korean Economy Staggering; M ilitary Massing in Wings 

June 29 (IPS) - The recent opening of the trials of 254 
South Koreans on charges of "conspiring to overthrow 
the government of South Korea by communist revo
lution" and last month's successful attack on a V . S .  
Army helicopter by South Korean troops as it flew over 
the palace of President Park Chung Hee exemplify th� 
political situation in South ·Korea. President Park, who 
at present is politics in South Korea, knows that his one
time usefulness to his CIA masters has grown to be a 
relative liability, and has mobilized in his own defense 
what may well be the most repressive police-state 
apparatus in the world . 

At the root of Park's desperation is the devastated 
South Korean economy. South Korea bears a pubUc 
foreign debt of over $5.5 billion and a 1973 debt service 
payment of $515 million, with estimates projecting the 
debt service to run as high as $2 billion within 2-3 years. 
The task of implementing the intense anti-working-class 
austerity necessary to raise these funds cannot be left to 
the politically unstable sledgehammer method of Park. 

The new wave of terror began this February. May 20 a 
V.S.  Army helicopter flying in the vicinity of the presi
dential palace was shot down by presidential security 
troops. Taking note of the CIA's coup in Chile in 
September, Park is mounting precautions to avert a 
similar fate. Earlier this year Park issued Emergency 
Decreee No. 4 in reaction to the discovery of a small 
group of radicals which maintained at least minimal 
communication with North Korea. Park's Emergency 
Decree No. 4 declared any statement made against the 
government to be punishable by death. The trials, which 
started three weeks ago, are military courts martial. It is 
reported that Park also used the red scare as a pretext for 
stepping up his internal spy network, coercing indi
viduals to become informers or be faced with reprisals 
against their relatives. 

A major blunder in the recent terror wave has been 
Park's arrest and trial of Kim Dae Jung, the anti-com
munist "tighter for democracy" and leader of the oppo
sition New Democratic Party (NDP) , on charges of elec
tion violations during the 1 97 1  presidential campaign. 
The South Korean CIA kidnapped Kim from his self
imposed Tokyo exile last August and brought him back 
to South Korea in house arrest. The incident became an 
international scandal The Japanese in particular, 
feeling insecure about Park and their investments in 
South Korea, began to apply pressure against the regime 

hy exposing the case. 
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Concentration camps called Free Export Zones are set 
up on all three coasts of the South, coupled with a South 
Korean model of the McNamara Plan called the New 
Village Movement . The Free Export Zones, large 
fencedoff areas easily accessible to ports , contain 
factories ready for use. The foreign investor simply walks 
in, rents the plant and pays taxes while the government 
guarantees the investor a cheap, docile work force. Raw 
and semi-processed goods are shipped into the zone, 
assembled, and shipped out. This process brings in 
foreign exchange used in debt payments, and restricts 
the consumption level of slave-wage workers. The policy, 
thus far sucessful, is being expanded: Resettlement of 
the slum popUlation under the guise of providing welfare 
housing moves South Korea's major resource - cheap 
labor - to the areas of Export Zone expansion . 

The New Village Movement has been slower in getting 
otf the ground, lacking the "national unity" which Park 
trumpets in his speeches. However, in April Park dedi
cated a large dike in western South Korea that will 
provide large-scale labor-intensive farming projects with 
irrigation . This summer 35,000 South Korean university 
students will participate in the program . setting up rural 
"medical clinics" and working on the farms. 

But when the economy is taken as a whole. the crisis 
becomes starkly obvious. With an inflation rate of 24 per 
cent for the first quarter of 1 974 due to repercussions of 
the oil hoax throughout the economy. as well as the 
recent decision by the government to jettison illiquid 
companies, further austerity measures are required. 

The Korean peninsula is a key strategic military area 
where the V . S .  has its largest troop deployment in Asia. 
For the past two years the U . S .  has been "modernizing" 
the 600,000-strong South Korean Army. After the 1968 
Pueblo incident the South Korean Air Force got 
extensive training, and recently the U:S. moved all its F-

4 Phantom jets from Thailand to South Korean bases. 
Taking into account the military and economIc neces

sity for a politically stable South Korea, it is clear that 
Park must go. It is not yet clear whether there exists an 
anti-Park faction in the army. which is Park's only base 
of support. However, given the extensive U.S .  military 
int1uence in South Korea, with Park unable to stop the 
slide into bankruptcy, an anti-Park faction could easily 
be rallied. Kim Dae Jung is the most likely prospect 
around whom a "progressive coup" could gain inter· 
national support to further the "national unity" austerity 
drive. 
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soviet union 

Soviets Attack Heavy Industry Blockages, Ignore United Europe Solution 

June 29 (IPS) - June 21 the Central Committee of the 
CPSU published a resolution on serious problems in the 
ferrous metallurgy and heavy industry sectors of the 
Soviet Union's economy. The strongly worded message 
accuses three Government ministries (responsible for 
steel production, power and transport-machine building, 
and special construction work) of wasting metal and 
running production inefficiently. Many plants and 
construction sites are cited for allowing "gross in
fractions of state standards and plant discipline . .  . in the 
use of ferrous metals." 

Underproductivity in these sectors is a major cause of 
Soviet economic problems, especially in the crucial task 
of maximizing the harvest. June 14, for example, Pravda 
reported that as many as half of the harvesting machines 
in the important black -soil regions are still out of repair. 
The infrastructure for agricultural transport is also in 
bad shape. Both depend chiefly on the machine-building 
and special construction sectors and steel production 
which supply them. 

The only competent approach to ending this critical 
breakdown is increased economic cooperation and trade 
with a Western Europe free of Rockefeller domination 
especially around the joint development of nuclear fusion 
power. But the Soviets are still denying reality - that 
they can only save themselves from Nelson Rockefeller's 
designs for world fascism by repUdiating David Rocke
feller's seductive offer of development by U.S .  firms bent 
on destroying the Socialist bloc. 

PoUticai Maneuvers 

The resolution is timed to .. make fullest use of the 
current state of mind of the Soviet working class. A 
month of official campaigning for the Supreme Soviet 
slate has just ended in the national voting day holiday. 
Since it is impossible to ignore these formalities, most 
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Soviet workers have just gone through a month of 
speeches and press articles celebrating their own 
productive abilities. The resolution serves as a 
mobilization challenge to the Soviet heavy industry 
worker, who is encouraged to locate his social identity in 
the production successes of his shop, plant, or sector. 

The text of the resolution, as it appeared on the front 
page of Pravda, reveals a Party attack chiefly on the 
government's ministerial and subsidiary levels .  Three 
ministers are mentioned by name, suggesting that the 
Party leadership will hold their sections of the 
managerial bureaucracy personally responsible for 
continuing deficiencies of production. 

There is no doubt that the underproductivity of heavy 
industry is a major sore spot in the Soviet economy, 
limiting its ability to sustain the working class. Soviet 
technological progress in this field , which includes some 
of the world's  most advanced smelting techniques, has 
not been realized in the productive process. The Soviet 
state is too crippled by shortages of capital goods and 
skilled labor and the massive top-heavy bureaucracy to 
put it to use. The solution lies in the expanded 
cooperative division of labor - extending into especially 
the highly developed West German sector. Neither 
Stakhanovite exhortation of the working class nor im
potent invocation of "scientific progress" is appropriate 
to the world facing the CPSU leadership. Real ap
plication of the principle of necessary scientific progress 
dictates immediate development of fusion power 
technology as the basis of expanding production on a 
new qualitatively higher tevei:," Thlf'lCLC United Front 
proposal for a fight against Rockefeller, and for the 
Europeanwide Golden Snake and fusion power, familiar 
to several members of the CPSU Central Committee. 
defines the concommitant political necessity for the 
international working class. 
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research reports 

Speer's Nazi Construction Policies 
Aped by Rockefeller Supranational Faction 

June 29 (IPS) - The Neo-Nazi from Bavaria, Franz
Josef Strauss, recently criticized the construction policy 
of the Schmidt government. Said Strauss: The SPD 
government is proceeding correctly in the 
implementation of fascist economic policies by 
collapsing credit , thus squeezing out all small companies 
and causing mass unemployment. However, they are 
lacking the policy of Speer. 

The German working class, whose homes are 
composed of new construction built directly on 
remaining heaps of rubble, know exactly what Franz 
Strauss means. The German worker, whose grafted 
"cog" identity in the Economic Miracle is disintegrating 
into the Rockefeller-controlled economic collapse, can 
now find, beneath the debris with which he has covered 
his own humanity, the reality of the Speer. In his effort 
to do so and to warn his international working-class 
brothers of the impending human disaster, the German 
worker can prove that only bourgeois, not human, 
history repeats itself. 

The older German worker can remember that the 
Schachtian policy of credit squeeze resulting in the 
fascist cartelization of the construction industry and 
mass unemployment was merely the necessary prelude to 
the labor-intensive construction methods of Albert 
Speer, Hitler's foremost architect and later Minister of 
Armaments and War Production for the Third Reich. 
Speer called it "primitive bauweise."- The German 
worker remembers it as killing slave labor. 

Sweat Equity - 1 933 
As early as 1 932. Schacht had paved the way with the 

Program of Subsidies for the Reconstruction and Repair 
of Dwellings (an "urban homesteading" program) .  With 
Hitler's rise to power this process was accelerated with 
the institution of compulsory labor where workers lived 
in barracks next to the sites. In the construction of the 
(/l/ !o!JahllS (the world's tirst superhighways) , the 
monstrous public buildings of the Nazi regimes , and the 
huge defense installations, only machinery that was 
absolutely technically necessary was used . The millions 
of desperate German unemployed were soaked up by the 
'l'oei l Organization and the Forced Labor Service to 
construct. by their bare hands , an empire whose 
cont inued existcncc was prcdicated upon an ever
inl'\"casing rate of primitive accumulation against the 
European working class. N o  new housing was built. 
l i l ldLT t he S pccr pol icy of prim iti\'l' h(/l/II·cisl'. the 
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German working class could only build Third Reich 
monuments to genocide. 

Ruin Value 

Speer himself states: "Hitler liked to say that the 
purpose of his building was to transmit his time and its 
spirit to posterity. Ultimately all that remained to 
remind men of the great epochs of history was their 
monumental architecture. Today Mussolini could point 
to the buildings of the Roman Empire as symbolizing the 
heroic spirit of Rome and fire his nation with the idea of 
a modern empire. Our architectural works should also 
speak to the conscience of a future Germany. Hitler 
stressed the value of a permanent type of construction, 

"Later, in clearing ground for the building on the 
�eppelin Field, the Nuremburg streetcar depot had !� be 
removed. After it was blown up, its iron reinforcements 
protruded from concrete debris and had already begun 
to rust. One could easily imagine their further decay, 

"This dreary sight led me to some thought which I 
later propounded to Hitler as the 'Theory of Ruin 
Value. '  The idea was that buildings of modern ' 
construction were poorly suited to form that 'bridge of 
tradition' to future generations, How could these rusting 
heaps of rubble communicate heroic inspirations? My 
theory was that by using special materials and by 
applying certain principles of statics, we should be able , 
to build structures which even in a state of decay, after 
hundreds and thousands of years, would resemble 
Roman models. To this end we avoided all elements of 
modern construction such as steel girders and reinforced 
concrete. " 

The Aftermath of the War 

W ithin the next five years , the Strategic Bombing 
policy of the Anglo-American SS had reduced the Third 
Reich to ruin. A U.S .  Survey reports: "The psychological 
etfects of bom bing are not lim ited to the ordeal of the air 
raid , but extend to the total dislocation of civilian life. 
The level of morale under bombing is determined by the 
terror of the attack and its immediate objective 
consequences in terms of civilians killed and maimed, 
homes destroyed , families broken up by evaculation, and 
utility services destroyed or disrupted."  

Then the Speer policy of ' primitive �aulwise was 
forced upon the German working-class with a vengence. 
The German worker knows that the end result of the 
Speer revival today can only be the tinal destruction of all 
hunHin life. Amidst mass starvation and acute fuel 



shortages from 1945 to 1948, the German worker, 
organized in local clearing teams, pulled together out of 
the rubble the remains of his existence. Minimal housing 
re-construction did not begin until the late 1 950's .  

The German worker alreact.y knows that the massive 
but totally useless energy re-development projects now 
initiated by the Rockefeller cabal, the International 
Labor Or.,ganization (lLO) call for "modern labor 
intensive technology," the commensurate destruction of 
small construction firms and the complete annihilation 
of construction trade unions, all signal the revival of 
Speer's policy of pyramid-building using the primitive 
buuweise methods. 

The first step in this process of human disintegration 
is the transition from construction for useful purposes 
(such as housing) to the building of monuments to the 
insanity of capitalist Zero Growth . depression policy. 

A War Economy 

In a recent speech before the Banca Commerciale in 
Milan Rockefeller prime agent Ugo La Malfa, after 
launching a scorching attack on the trade unions, stated 
that the bankrupt Italian economy is a "war economy. "  
The reorganization of the economy cannot be based on 
cur�ent foreign models (e.g. , Brazil) . It is now too late 
for such experiments in recycled production. Instead, La 
Malfa suggests, the present Italian situation is more like 
that of Germany after World War II where the present 
constuction industry must be sacrificed to save 
agriculture and industry. 

Indeed, in the past year, the worldwide construction 
industry has virtually ground to a halt, with the 
combination of rising rents and the decrease in living 
standards causing acute housing shortages especially in 
Italy. In France private construction firms are bitterly 
complaining of a credit crunch, predicting the collapse 
of the industry and an ensuing housing crisis. In  
Germany, housing construction has declined by 40 per 
cent. Britain's long-standing housing crisis has broken 
up hundreds of families who have been unable to find a 
place to live - anywhere. 

In Italy, where rents take up 40-50 per cent of a 
working wage, 60,000 rooms in Rome alone are vacant 
because workers cannot pay the rent on ' existent 
dwellings . Now a squatting movement, organized by the 
"leftist" group Lotta Continua, of Burruccuti (shanty 
dwellers), have moved into 300,000 new and unfinished 
housing units - causing the mobilization of proto
fascist vigilantes to oust them. Like the wretched 
millions of the Third World, the average Italian working 
family cannot afford a place to live. 

No More Housing 

June 27 the United States Department of Housing and 
Urban Development announced that it wilJ "cease to 
build public housing and ·wilJ instead pay the rents for 
poor families t o  lease dwellings from private landlords. a 
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departure from 40 years of national public housing 
policies. Approximately $ 1 , 1 23 billion a year would be 
allocated to pay the rents to make 416,000 privately 
owned units available ."  This new policy is the Schacht 
policy of massive accumulation from the working class to 
maintain the fictitious value of real estate. Directly 
behind the landlords stand the Rockefeller-controlled 
banks, who will reap their wealth from the miserable 
living conditions of the working class. The Urban 
Homesteading Projects in cities like Philadelphia and 
Sweat Equity in New York City guarantee that individual 
families will renovate gutted slum dwellings for minimal 
habitation standards using labor-intensive (primitive 
bauweise. ) methods. Under the guise of pride in 
building your own home, the working class is already 
taking part in the Speer Revival. 

HUD will also allocate $100 million to public housing 
authorities in 32 cities for "physical improvements and 
better security and services for residents for housing 
projects. . . .  Residents would be asked to help make 
repairs, paint apartments and corridors and repair 
damage inflicted by otherwise blighted conditions. "  
Judenrat head Anthony Henry of the National Tenants 
Organization demands that "tenants should have the 
final word on improvement plans."  

This HUD policy of using such unskilled improvement 
teams organized on the basis of Reesian local confr01 is 
fascism .  The HUD announcement coupled with the 
Mondale resettlement bill demonstrates that Rockefeller 
has moved from the mere preparation for fascism into 
the overt implementation of fascist economic and social 
policies proper. The spectre of Albert Speer now walks 
U . S .  cities. 

In direct opposition to this capitalist policy of criminal 
insanity, the economic program based on the self
organization of the worldwide working class would call 
for the immediate technology-intensive construction of 
10 million housing units in the D.s.  alone, putting 
millions of un�eremployed to work at a livin,g wage. The 
swiftness with which a socialist government could 
provide the emergency housing so desperately needed by 
the European and Third World population is directly 
dependent upon the reconstruction of the machine tool 
industry which the Rockefeller faction is gutting at an 
increasingly rapid rate. 

Fascist Accumulation 

The transformation from a stabilized statist war 
economy to a fascist Zero Growth economy involves not 
only the primitive accumulation of the working-class 
popUlation but a continual process of cartelization of 
surviving industries: There is simply not enough profit 
for all capitalists to survive. By means of the Rockefeller
controlled credit squeeze, the largest worldwide 
construction industries like the CIA-linked Bechtel 
Company. the Parsons Co . .  and Daniel Bell Corp. are 



rapidly cannibalizing the remains of small-time firms 
caught in the credit bind . 

Secondly . the nature of present capitalist Zero Growth 
invcstmcnt policies (controlled by R?�kefelle_r bankin� 
interests) into huge "energy development" projects puts 
requiremcnts on thc ability of smaller tirms to handle 
projects of such magnitude. George Christie. a former 
Prudential economist. told a symposium of the New' 
Jersey Subcontractors: "Energy production and 
conservation will be the determining factor in  the 
direction that the construction industry goes. If you want 
to latch onto the next major boom , get into the energy 
construction business . "  

In the United States, the construction industry is 
under the virtual control of the Bechtel Company. 

Stephen Bechtel is a leading member of the 
Construction Roundtable, which regulates the wages for 
the construction industry. Bechtel also has control over 
the Association of Building Contractors (ABC) , a 
vehemently anti-union association, and the National 
Contractors Association of union contractors. The 
Business Roundtable successfully plays off union and 
non-union contract associations to lower the wages of all 
construction workers. Thirdly, Bechtel owns the lion's 
share of large energy redevelopment projects in the U . S.  
and Canada, including eight such projects in  M ichigan 
alone. Stephen Bechtel. along with his longstanding 
business partner. former CIA head John McCone, sits on 
the Board of Directors of the Stanford Research 
Institute. the think tank which is currently planning the 
de-industrialization of the Third World and Europe and 
preparing the initiating capitalist thrust into the Soviet 
Union. 

This brief sketch of the panorama of interests and the 
extent of power of the Bechtel Company. demonstrates 
that the ruling Rockefeller capitalist faction is fully 
prepared to advance total war upon the worldwide 
working class and implement a Zero Growth economy. 

Wipe. Out in Italy 

In Italy the Rumor government in direct collusion with 
the Carli policy of tight credit has declared open war on 
all small and medium-sized firms which have previously . 
maintained a stranglehold on Italian construction. At 
present Carli's credit crunch threatens to close down the 
entire industry. throwing two million out of work. 
Already public works projects funded by municipalities . 
like the construction of the Padua Canal and similar 
projects in Turin . are being halted. 

However, the Rockefeller-controlled government is 
ready to employ these desperate unemployed in the vast 
recycling projects in the Mezzogiorno. These 
development projects outlined in 1 973 by the 
Programmazionc . a planning agency. will be 
implementcd by three public governmment participation 
agcncics : M o n tcd ison . a scmi-public conlpany and Fiat. 
h \l);lssing all rcgions and mu nicipalit ics and 
small and mcdium-sizcd firms .  The hysterical Italian 
Com m u n ist  Party ( pe l )  can \lnly protest that thc projccts 
rcprcscnt "a usc less nHlrt i tic a t ion of privatc i n i t i a t ivc.  in 
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particular small and medium-sized companies ." The 
Italian Socialist Party (PSI) protests (in protection of the 
Italian bell tower ideology) that the local government 
must be consulted. 

--- . - . .  - ._- - . - ------

But the projects (most of which will never be 
completed) themselves involve the construction of cities 
centered around energy and water development projects. 
Fiat through the Agnelli Foundation has spent muc-h 
time in theorizing on the Italian city of the 1970's and 
'BO's. The new urban system is to be constructed in a 
series of subsystems in a strict, scientific relationship 
between urban planning and organization of production. 
Secondly, the organization of residential complexes are 
conceived with different gradations of self-sufficiency. 
Thus the Agnelli city ofthe 19BO's represents nothing but 
the Nazi resettled company towns of the 1930's. The cost 
of these programs, which would result in the de
industrialization of Northern Italy and the massive 
relocation of millions of workers, is estimated at 8 to 9 
trillion lire, more than double the annual business dotie 
by Fiat and Montedison put together. 

As demonstrated by the outright destruction of 
German trade unions and all forms of working-class 
defense organizations upon Hitler's rise to power in 
1 933, the Speer policies of fascist reconstruction cannot 
be implemented as long as the building trades unions 
continue to exist. First, the intricate jurisdiction rules 
between trades which protect construction workers from 
speed-up must be thoroughly eradicated. Secondly, the 
open shop must become the shop of the future in order to 
knock wages down to the $60 per week required for the 
maintenance of the protit rate of the hegemonic faction 
of capitalists. 

Thomas M cG \\lve. presidcnt of the New Jersey 
Su bcontractors Association . speaks for the industry 



when he unequivocally states: "The escalating economic 
pressure will help increase the number of open shop 
tinll� " IHi  t 1 1 1 \  d evelop m e n t  will force the un ions to 
adopt progressive policies" ( i . e  . .  no craft jurisdictions. 
wage cub. and no-strike pledges) . 

Richard Kibber. the Executive Director of 
Construction for the Business Roundtable. emphasizes 
that training enough workers with the appropriate skills 
(i .e . .  Affirmative Action-type union-busting) will require 
the removal of restrictive trade union practices. He also 
actively defended the "primitive bauweise " methods. 

McGlove further asserted that contracts are merely 
"instruments for improving productivity."  Organized 
labor and open shop representation is necessary on the 
"construction team" (euphemism for fascist 
corporativism) .  "I predict the time ·when trade union 
organization will be scrapped in order for the workers to 
remain competitive" (emphasis added) .  

Declaration of a War to Kill 

In the past weeks. the international forces of the 
Rockefeller cabal have moved for the tinal liquidation of 
the skilled construction unions. Through a wave of 
lockouts across the North American continent and the 
mass layoffs of workers in Europe . construction workers 
are faced with job-loss throughout the advanced sector. 
The German construction industry is now running at 54 
per cent capacity with unemployment particularly high 
in the Ruhr region .  Civil Engineering contracts have 
fallen by 30 per cent .  The Danish Craft Council and 
Danish Association of Contractors have announced that 
30.000 skilled workers will be out of a job by the fall. 

In a lockout pattern across the continent. following 
the pattern set by the recent garment workers strikes, the 
Bechtel-controlled contractors are moving towards the 
Brazilianization of the construction industry. 

In Canada. a lockout has been 'jointly set up by the 
Quebec Federation of Labor (QFU and Canadian 
contractors. LaBerge. counterinsurgent head of the 
QFL. forced the reopening of construction contracts 
around the cost of living increase precisely at the point 
that he a bo sta ted that construction companies are not 
doing too well and may never open their sites again . 

A n n  a ... howdown which resulted in a lockout. 
LaBerge organized squads of roving goons which went 
throughout Quebec forcing out QFL workers and also 
construction workers of the rival CNT U .  With the 
reopcning of M ontreal sites. incendiary lea nets have 
appeared demanding that the men leave their jobs. A 
lockout also presently persists in British Columbia . while 
the Canadian government has already imported British 
construct ion workers to work in Alberta construction 
sites. 

In Northern Quebec . 1 500 construction workers were 
thrown off the job for "security measures against 
sabotage . "  As any construct ion worker knows. given 
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construction tinancing on the basis of progress loans 
advanced against the next phase of the project, it is 
tinancially virtually impossible - even for the largest 
construction firms - to stop midway on a building. The 
only thing such a termination could accomplish is the 
destruction of the union - a goal which Rockefeller
dominated financial institutions have been willing to pay 
for. The widespread termination of work at major 
construction sites in the past months on the flimsiest 
pretexts demonstrates most graphically · the calculated 
nature of the attack on the building trades unions. 

In the U . S . ,  construction workers now face a full-blast 
attack as the cabal unleashes every possible weapon. 

• A violent wave of lockouts has ripped through the 
country, immediately precipitated by a cement drivers 
strike which has led to shutdowns in Cincinnati, Kansas 
City, and Philadelphia. In California a strike of 10,000 
carpenters (egged on by a Progressive Labor caucus) 
initiated a lockout by the Association of General 
Contractors of 15,000 workers in Portland and over 
40,000 in western Washington State. One construction 
union bureaucrat estimated that there are probably SOO 
strikes in the industry going on right now. 

• Cement drivers in Chicago on strike against the 
contractor building the Dan Ryan Expressway now face 
a 24-hour picket line set up by a CIA-organized minority 
coalition of blacks and Puerto Ricans demanding jobs. 

• The bourgeois press has built up a full battery of 
articles echoing the continued refrain that construction 
workers' wages are the cause of inflation - a hideous 
joke under present working conditions. 

• In New York City a law passed making a Theodore 
Kheel (world-renowned labor "mediator" and 
unionbuster) approved plan for the systematic increase 
of the hiring of minority workers in construction. 

• In the midst of this lockout, the Bechtel-controlled 
Association of Builders and Contractors brought charges 
of conspiracy and violence against the AFL-CIO 
Building and Construction Trades Council and their 
atliliated craft unions. Their charges specifically cite the 
use of violence to prevent the hiring of non-unlon men. 

Now the apparatus for the fascist control of the 
construction industry is being consolidated . The 
Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Building 
Trades Employers Association . H. Earl Fullimore, has 
been named dlairman of the Board of Urban AUairs of 
the NYC Construction and Building Industry, a private 
labor-management group. George Daily, business agent 
of the Steam titters Union, has been moved into an 
executive position of that corporativist structure. 

The Future is Now 

The present frontal attack on the construction 
industry with Bechtel-engineered lockouts designed to 
destroy both workers and small tirms is the signal for the 
further fascist onslaught against the working class. Every 
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American worker already knows that the present 
existence of construction workers is the sign of his own 
future. The destruction of the construction industry 
today heralds the full de-industrialization of North 
America. 

Out of the ruins of the lives of human beings, the 
Rockefeller forces will set the working class to the task of 
building the Fourth Reich. Like the German worker 
before him, who was forced either to build Speer's 
monuments to Hitler or to grind himself to death in the 
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Reich's war machine, the Brazilianized constr�ction 
worker will be herded to the Rocky Mountain energy . 
development projects in the West. 

Today the German worker, who now with renewed 
hope looks at the rapidly expanding influence of the 
European Labour Committees around the program of 
the brute force development of nuclear t)lsion power, 
must take the lead in advancing the international united 
front ofthe working class which can stop the Rockefeller 
fascist machine now. 

The �wedish Way: Rockefeller's Northern Paradise , 

June 29 (IPS) - Last month Gunnar Nilsson, head of 
the Swedish Labor Organization (LO) , the trade-union 
federation base of Sweden's ruling Social Democratic 
(SAP) party, publicly advocated the Rockefeller cabal's 
blueprint for the deindustrialization of the advanced 
sector and the depopulation of the underdeveloped 
world. In an interview in the May 15 Svenska Dagbladet. 
Nilsson spelled out his vision of the "post-industrial 
society" (the 1960's anti-working-class phrase coined by 

CIA futurologists) in which "a new type of socio
technical person" develops the "Zero Growth global 
solutions" which emphasize "quality of life" over 
material gains. 

A few weeks later, another Rockefeller supporter, 
Swedish Premier Olaf Palme, frantically denounced the 
Labor Committees' program for socialist reindus
trialization based on brute force develo»ment of con-

trolled nuclear fusion power technology. }Jaime has also 
recently elaborated proposals for his c.ountry's future 

which couple drastic austerity wrapped in "quality of 
life" rhetoric with political prescriptions for a "demo

cracy" premised on fascist local control and leaderless 
groups. 

With their adoption of Rockefeller genocidal 
program, Nilsson and Palme have taken the "Swedish 
Way" to its conclusion as the model for social fascist 
society. The recurring use of Sweden as a reference point 
by the United States' Leonard Woodcock, Canada's 

David Lewis , France's Francois Mitterrand , along with 
other spokesmen for the CIA's international "workers' 
participation" counterinsurgency strategy, already 
implied what Palme and Nilsson have now made explicit 
- that the "Swedish Way" since the 1 960's meant the 
takeover of that country by the fascist planners of 
Rockefeller's Tavistock Institute. 

Gunnar Nilsson's position as titular head of the 
Swedish working class is the result of that takeover. 
Picked by Tavistock to administer the imposition of their 
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"industrial democracy" (code word for co-participation) 
on Swedish workers, he was propelled forward as part of 
Tavistock's intervention into the LO to control and 
contain the outcome of the strike wave of 1969-70, 
similar to the Institute's work in France to channel the 
mass strike ferment which swept over Europe from 1966-
70 into support for "autogestion," 

Why Sweden? 

Among the advanced-sector countries, Sweden was the 
most appropriate choice for the Rockefeller forces to use 
as a laboratory for their 1 984-style experiments. 

Throughout the last 40 years of Social Democratic 
government, the Swedish labor movement has been 
notable as the most passive in the capitalist world, Under 
tight centralized control of the �orking class, there was 
not one significant national strike- from 1946 to 19691 

Since it was founded in the 1880'�; the SAP has always 
been embedded in the reformist tradition of "slow, 
peaceful change." As the political arm of the trade 
unions, it never claimed a revolutionary tradition as did 
the German Social Democracy (SPD), Thus its electoral 
victory in 1932 represented the recognition by Swedish 
capitalists of the SAP's counterinsurgency potential. 

Their expectations were handsomely rewarded by the 
no-strike pledge which thc LO signed in 1938 with the 
national employers' confederation, the SAF, Meeting at 
the' seaside resort of Saltsjobaden, SAF and LO repre
sentatives emerged after many months with a union 
promise not to allow any local strikes without LO ap
proval. 

This guaranteed complete acquiescence to the SAF's 
infamous " Paragraph 32," which gives management the 
right "to freely hire and fire workers, to manage and 
assign the work, and to use workers from any union or 
workers outside unions."  After a big metalworkers strike 
in 1945, the LO and SAF agreed to create rubber-stamp 
factory labor-management "Works Councils," 
sweetening the "spirit of Saltsjobaden."  



According to myth, the Social Democracy has made 
Sweden a progressive "welfare state. "  Actually its New 
Deal-like measures found their corporativist antecedents 
in U .S. counterparts, and appropriately enough were 
tinanced by "neutral" Sweden's extensive sales of iron 
ore to the Nazis. 

Most illustrative of this social fascist core of the 
"Swedish Way" are the omnipresent "ombudsmen," the 
citizen advocates who stand "above politics ."  That their 
function, the mainstay of Ralph Nader's appeal to the 
American petit bourgeois has been integrated into 
Swedish trade unions reveals the depth of the ideological 
c1isease that has sapped the working class in Sweden. 

The First Circle 

Tavistock's psychological profiling of the population 
dates back to Dr. Joachim Israel's 1 952-54 "national 
ideology" work, published in the Tavistock journal 
Human Relations. These experiments marked a first 
attempt to ascertain the neuroses peculiar to specific 
countries and national ideologies . Performed on groups 
of adolescent boys from Sweden, Norway, France, 
Germany, and England, the experiments were aimed at 
an age group which represented the generation that 
would become the middle-level bureaucrats and "skilled 
workers" of the Svenska Vag. 

Two years later, and ag�in in 1960, Israel and Kurt 
Lewin's close collaborator, J . R . P. French, journeyed to 
Norway, Tavistock's prime testing ground for 
Scandanavia. They established that Lewin's self-regula
ting group techniques for increasing industrial 
productivity remained valid, with one provision -
workers' suspicions of co-participation would only be 
allayed if it was backed by the trade union leadership. 
This obstacle to Tavistock's "radical" program, the con
servatism and healthy skepticism of the trade union 
bureaucracy, was the basis for the rejection of 
"industrial democracy" measures at the 196 1  LO 
congress. 

However, Tavistock had no difficulty penetrating the 
LO. Nilsson's predecessor, Arne Geijer, had worked 
closely for years with the CIA as head of the anti
communist Cold War International Confederation of 
Free Trade Unions ( lCFTU),  and was an intimate friend 
of UAW chief Walter Reuther, master of the CIA 
"inside job" on labor unions. 

In 1966 Tavistock agents led by Eric Trist convinced 
the LO and SAF to set up a joint "Development Council 
for Cooperation Questions ."  With an institutional foot 
in the door, Tavistock began to organize its faction in the 
LO with a 1 966 LO Congress report on "Trade Unions 
and Technological Change," retailing the Reesian 
analysis of job-created "mental strain, insecurity, and 
anxiety . . . 

Among their converts were leaders of the small 
Communist Party of Sweden, which had been captured 
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in 1964 by a "New Left" tendency. Three years later 
these pathetic opportunists changed their name to Left 
Party-Communists and adopted a Tavistockian program 
for decentralizing public ownership among "the state, 
provincial assemblies, local communies, and producer 
and consumer cooperatives. "  Fritjof Lager, an executive 
committee member, boasted in 1 966 that "it was the 
Communists who worked out a proposal for a partial 
solution promoting the struggle for democracy at the 
enterprises . . . .  " 

The Kiruna Strike 

In late 1 968 a committee of ten LO bureaucrats, 
including Gunnar Nilsson, began working with Tavis
tock on pilot schemes in a number of state-owned 
companies . The circumstances surrounding their most 
important project, the LKAB iron ore mines in the far 
north at Kiruna, exemplify the problem, and the oppor
tunity, that the 1 966-70 European strike wave presented 
to Rockefeller's agents. 

A decade of extensive rationalization in the mines, 
intensified after the capitalist credit system began to 
unravel in the mid-l%O's, had reduced the workforce 17 
per cent while doubling production. Tavistock's problem 
here and throughout Europe was to control the tinderbox 
of strike ferment which defied the no-strike LO leader
ship. At the same time, if Tavistock could manipUlate 
the rank-and-file into support for its "radical reforms," 
they would have the "left" cover and social muscle 
necessary to purge opposition to their "industrial 
democracy" faction in the labor movement. 

Olaf Palme's accession to the Prime Ministry in 
October 1%9 set the stage for Tavistock's LKAB 
"wildcat" psychological warfare operation against the 
SAP and LO political apparatus. Palme, apprenticed in 
CIA circles in the anti-communist international youth 
movement, took office with a call for greater "industrial 
democracy" as the solution for worker alienation. Under 
the direction of Sweden's major Reesian industrial 
brainwasher, Bertil Gardell, colleague of Joachim Israel 
at the University of Stockholm Psychology Laboratories, 
leaderless group techniques to induce workers to accept 
speed-up had been introduced at Kiruna. Then in 
December 1 969 a wildcat broke out, with the workers 
forming their own strike committee to raise demands for 
more local control! 

Putting an end to nearly 25 years of industrial peace, 
news from Kiruna virtually dominated Swedish media 
during the two-month walkout . Tavistock successfully 
manufactured a national moral crisis (tried in the U.S.  
around the Lordstown GMAD strike) , as left and 
student groups mobilized in support of the strikers. 

LO Goes Under 

Tavistock's crucial accomplishment is made clear in 
"Democracy Without Power, " a recent account of 



Gardell.s co-participation organizing before, during and 
after the LKAB strike . Using Kiruna as a trigger for the 
widespread working-class ferment, Rockefeller agents 
manipulated the two-year strike wave that followed 
around Palme's CIA program of "industrial 
democracy." 

By the time of the 1971 La Congress, the bureaucracy 
had been purged of its previous opposition to Tavistock's 
fascist methods. A Tavistock propagandist exults: "The 
labor movement had . . .  reversed its entire philosophy. 
While previously its efforts had been aimed at getting 
maximum means for workers to enjoy life outside their 
work, it now focused on improving the work experience 
itself. . . .  " The "Industrial Democracy" program adopted 
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by the La demanded the abolition of Paragraph 32 to 
open the way for "autonomous (self-controlling) 
groups," popularized as the Volvo "team." Gunnar 
Nilsson, one of the "new breed" who framed the 
program, soon became chairman of the La. 

As depression economics bring on massive speed-up 
and recycling, the "Swedish Way" is meant to destroy 
utterly the possibility of working-class resistance, 
precisely because "industrial democracy" transfers a 
worker's identity from being a part of the 1 ,600,000-
member La to being one of a 20-person Volvo team. 

In a January 1 974 interview, Tavistock agent Eric 
Trist bragged of Rockefeller's peaceful coup in Sweden: 
"First we took over a department, then a plant, then the · 
union, then the entire country." 

SWEDISH CONSERVATIVE LEADER SMELLS 
FASCIST RAT 

June 26 (IPS) - In a revealing display of hyper
sensitivity, the latest issue of LO Fackforeningsrorelsen , 
the official magazine of the Swedish trade-union 
federation , hysterically reacted to charges that Swedish 
Premier Olaf Palme, head of the La-supported ruling 
Social Democratic party, is a "corporativist. "  The 
reason : in April Gosta Bowman, leader of the Swedish 
Conservative Party, stripped the "socialist" mask off 
pro-Zero Growth Palme, accusing him of implementing 
"corporativist thoughts typical of fascism. "  Rattled by 
the accuracy of Bowman's characterization the La 
publication this week replied by ridiculously redefining 
"corporativism" to mean "not the Palme Program" !  

Bowman's sense of deja vue is undoubtedly the result 

. ""'!'" .' 
of witnessing the acceleration since 1971 of the 
Tavistock-engineered takeover of the Swedish labor 

movement on a co-participation program updated from 

Mussolini's fascist Italy. Under the leadership of Palme 

and La chief Gunnar Nilsson, Rockefeller's Swedish 

representatives, the "Svenska Vag" [Swedish Way]has 

come to mean increasing state control of the economy 

through the holding company Stataforetag AD with the 

population fragmented around the fascist slogans of . 

local factory control, local village control, and local 
. prison democracy! Bowman's Conservative Party, based 

on small businessmen and professional layers, is in 

imminent danger of being wiped off the political map by 

Palme's Zero Growth "rationalization" program • 
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Part I: Exclusive! Rockefeller and CIA Set.Nixon Up for Watergate 
[Reprinted from New Solidarity, January 18, 1974] 

by Peter Cuskie 
The whole rotten Watergate Affair turns out to be a 

CIA setup - from the outset the biggest covert psywar 
operation ever pulled off by the CIA! New Solidarity is 
now in a position to put together the pieces of the 
Watergate puzzle and help head off the ultimate aim of 
this - the CIA's planned insurrection against the U .S .  
Constitution and government. 

Richard Nixon was not the mastermind of 
Watergate. He is a victim of a sophisticated inside
outside CIA psywar job. All evidence points to none 
other than Nelson Rockefeller, working in collaboration 
with his old buddies in the clandestine operations section 
of the CIA, as the real director of the Watergate 
conspiracy against the American people. Rockefeller's 
long-time servants Henry Kissinger and David Young 
handled the crucial inside end of the operation. 

The 1970 Domestic Security Plan 

The extraordinary 1970 Domestic Security Plan, 
attributed to the pen of right wing ideologue Tom 
Huston , was actually the jump-off of the 
Rockefeller/CIA insurrection scheme. It was this plan 
which unleashed an elaborate network of special 
undercover "plumber" agents ; outlined future dirty 
tricks operations; and called for extensive use of 
electronic surveillance, mail interception, and a score of 
other illegal methods of domestic intelligence-gathering. 
As many knowledgeable observers who studied the 
document when it came out last summer pointed out, the 
plan was not drawn up by Huston at all. It was the 
interdepartmental product of several intelligence 
agencies under CIA guidance. It then passed over 
Huston's desk for brush up. 

One of the CIA's easier tasks was to sell Richard 
Nixon on the merits of this plan to meet the "subversive 
red threat. " Several articles in the New York Times over 
the last two months unwittingly reveal the inside job 
Kissinger and Young were carrying out at the time. 

These two, who owe their entire political careers to 
Nelson Rockefeller, continually barraged Nixon to 
initiate special operations to stop the threat to "internal 
security. "  The impotent and paranoiac Nixon and his 
Haldeman-Erlichman gaggle were ducks for these 
maneuvers . 

CIA/RockefeUer Gift to Nixon 

The plumbers outfit the CIA presented to Nixon was 
statl'ed with leading CIA clandestine operation agents , 
including Hunt. McCord . Barkerand Liddy. Young wa-s
appointed head of the plumbers! From the inside 
Kissinger and Young pinpointed the "subversive" 
targets for $he plumbers' attention. 

There was a little help from Nelson 
Rockefeller . . . . W hen Rockefeller resigned from I he 
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governorship of New York State to devote full time to 
coordinating plans for fascist insurrection, it came out in 
the press that he had been acting for several years as 
"special consultant to the federal government," meeting 
weekly in Washington with Kissinger, Young, Nixon, et 
al. 

Rockefeller's leading role in the entire business 
becomes clearer when we look at his record. During 
W orId War I I  as Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs 
Rockefeller headed up a massive intelligence bureau 
with jurisdiction over all Latin America, despite OSS 
(Office of Strategic Services) Director William J. 
Donovan's protestations. His agency also joined with the 
OSS to direct undercover operations in support of the 
Free French. After the war Rockefeller, covered by his 
post as Undersecretary of State, was instrumental in 
organizing the CIA, President Truman, and the 
industrialists and bankers. More recently Rockefeller 
front men Bundy under Kennedy and Johnson and . 
Kissinger under Nixon have served the same function. 

CIA Teamwork 

To assure themselves full control of the ball on both 
offense and defense while thoroughly hiding their role, 
the CIA selected certain of their own leading agents as 
"subversive" targets for their plumbers' attention! 
Daniel Ellsberg was tapped as a reliable old hand from 
the covert operations division. In fact, as a protege of 
CIA agent General Edward Lansdale, it was Ellsberg 
who coordinated CIA covert counterinsurgency 
operations (Murder, Inc.) in Vietnam in the 1960's. 

Morton Halperin, another CIA operative in the State 
Department, was similarly targeted. At the same time 
the Brookings Institute and RAND Corporation, the 
CIA's chief think tanks for undercover operations 
planning, were put on the Nixon "enemies list." CIA . 
factional opponents like Admiral Thomas Moorer (now 
lined up wi,!h George Wallace) also got the CIA
Rockefeller treatment for their military "spy-ring" 
With the economic crisis deepening, Rockefeller and his 
spook allies wanted complete hegemony over the 
Pentagon. 

The Pentagon Papers were a CIA special operation 
written within the bowels of the agency and its think tank 
fronts. They represent an elaborate and subtle 
whitewash for the CIA's real and murderous undercover 
role (through its special operations branch) in initiating" 
and perpetuating the U.S. war in Indochina. 

. 

The CIA has always used its intelligence role as a cover 
mechanism for its operational activities. The Pentagon 
Papers remind the reader on page after page of the 
caution over and even "opposition to U.S.  efforts in 
Vietnam" by the CIA's intelligence division. the 



National Intelligence Estimate. When the CIA "leaked" 
the Pentagon Papers , the liberal bourgeois press eagerly 
spread this self-serving propaganda. 

Less wittingly, Nixon and the bulletheads in his 
administration like Erlichman and Haldeman also fell 
into the trap . . . .  Under the gun of the Nixon 
Administration and the planted CIA plumbers, CIA 
agents Ellsberg, Halperin et al. emerged as the "people's 
heroes" to lead the opposition to Nixon, per CIA plan. 
One CIA contingency plan most probably called for 
Nixon to declare a national state of emergency 
sometime during 1972 to halt "communist subversion at 
the highest levels of government" and prevent further 
"terrorist bombings and anarchy" - which activity was 
also under the orchestration of CIA agents provocateurs 
in leadership positions in the Weathermen and other 
"radical" groups ! This was one CIA path to police state 
aired at the time, a path similar to the present (i.e . ,  
January, 1974) plans to use Heath in England. The 
arrest-"expose" of the plumbers was also on the 
contingency drawing boards, although it is not clear if 
the particular arrest at Watergate was pre-planned. 
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10 years . They were also the major shapers and movers 
and architects of the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration and its National Gestapo plan, along 
with LEAA strategist Delaware Governor Russell 
Peterson, who now sits on Rockefeller's "Critical 
Choices" Commission for fascism. Meanwhile General 
Alexander Haig, Henry Kissinger's former aide and 
army liaison to the CIA during the Kennedy 
Adminstration, had . . .  assumed the inside undercover 
job within the Nixon Administration. 

The CIA/Rockefeller plan is now quite simple. 
Discredit the Presidency, Congress, the major political 
parties, etc. by letting Watergate drag on and on until 
the moment is right for a "national unity" fascist regime. 

With the American population confused, cynical and 
preliminarily brainwashed , the CIA reasons, they will be 
set up for any of several "coup scenarios" while the 
LEAA mobilizes the masses against themselves and 
readies a national Gestapo to enforce a CIA/Rockefeller 
regime leading to institutional controls the Nazis never 
did more than dream of. 

On To Insurrection Rockefeller, in preparing a military or semi-military 
Finding the Prairie Preacher George McGovern takeover, is - needless to say - consolidating his hold 

unacceptable as a temporary "national unity" leader, over the CIA and the Pentagon. Richard Helms was sent 
CIA / Rockefeller forces waited until after the elections to Iran to oversee the vital Middle East scene and help 
to go after Nixon. At one point the cornered Nixon even coordinate the Great Oil Hoax internationally. William 
threatened to blow the whole thing when it finally began Colby, the CIA's leading special operations advocate and 
to dawn on him what was going on. This is the meaning author of the heinous Phoenix Plan to assassinate the 
of CIA agent James McCord's cryptic letter to the CIA VietCong and their sympathizers, was moved in to head 
Director Richard Helms. revealed in the Watergate the CIA. Rockefeller flunky James Schlesinger, after 
hearings : "Nixon and his boys pushed us to the brink but cleaning out 1 ,000 or so anti-special operations agents in 
they're backing away now and the danger has passed. the intelligence branch of the CIA during his five-month 
Every tree in the forest in the last ten years would have term as CIA director, is now fighting a factional war for 
fallen and the earth scorched . "  Rockefeller and the CIA within the Pentagon. The battle 

The Get Nixon drive of the Watergate lawyers and lines are being drawn and the class war looms - a 
bourgeois press has been orchestrated by the CIA under CIA/Rockefeller-led capitalist class versus a Labor 
the leadership of CIA special operations front man Committee-led working class, with the stakes nothing 
McGeorge Bundy and his Ford Foundation over the last less than the future of the human race. 

----------------------
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Part II: The Colson Revelations, the Crisis in the Judiciary Committee 

and the Supreme Court Ploy 

June 29 ( IPS) - Former Nixon aide Charles Colson s 
sharp and detailed charge this past week that the whole 
Watergate affair was a major plot by the Central, 
Intelligence Agency, a fact first revealed by the Labor 
Committees this past January, has already exacerbated 
the crisis in the strife-torn House Judiciary Committee, 
and has threatened the very functioning of the 
impeachment pane\. 

The Colson revelations combined with President 
Nixon's headline-grabbing summit meeting with 
Brezhnev in the Soviet Union have given the White 
House the initiative in the fight against the 
Rockefeller/CIA plot to destroy the Presidency. 

Rodino Frantic 

CIA/Rockefeller agent Peter Rodino's desperate move 
to prevent Colson and five witnesses called by Nixon 
counsel from testifying before the Committee in its 
upcoming hearings blew up in his face when two 
Democrats crossed party lines to join a solid corps of 
Republicans in insisting that Colson be heard. A 
frenzied Rodino forced to leave that question up in the 
air even after enforcing party discipline compounded his 
problems by blurting out to reporters at a background 
briefing that he was counting on aU 21 1udiciary 
Committee Democrats and "four or five" Republicans to 
vote to recomment the impeachment of Nixon to the full 
House. _ . - - ----

With the impeachment · conspiracy beginning to 
flounder and drawing a growing public backlash , and 
with the public growing dimly aware of the CIA's role in 
the Watergate set-up of Nixon, the cabal is now looking 
to the Supreme Court to save them from drowning in 
their effort to bring Nixon down. The Rockefeller/CIA 
conspirators instructed Rodino to set july 1 5  as the date 
for the impeachment vote in the Judiciary Committee 
with the expectation of a favorable Supreme Court ruling 
shortly before that time. The cabal hopes that a likely 
Supreme Court decision against Nixon, requiring him to 
release more tapes and upholding the Grand Jury's 
naming of him as an un indicted co-conspirator, will give 
them the temporary momentum they require to squeak 
through with an impeachment vote in the Judiciary 
Committee. 

The CIA/Rockefeller game-plan calls only for an 
impeachment vote by the House of Representatives (Part 
III, this report) with August 23 as the target date. The 
cabal expects by then as part of its worldwide fascist plot 
to have engineered an economic collapse in Western 
Europe and North America which , together with a House 
impeachment vote. will render Nixon unable to rule. 
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Colson: CIA Set-Up Nixon at Watergate 

The Colson eXQose, in the form of taped interviews with 
private investigator Richard L. Bast, was first run by the_ 
Washington Star-News Sunday June 23 and picked up in 
an extremely diluted form by the CIA-controlled 
Washington Post, the Boston Globe, the New York Post, 
and other newspapers the following day. The cabal's 
leading organ the New York Times, after first blacking 
out the story altogether, ran a short column in the late 
edition Tuesday June 25 that misquoted Colson on a 
number of points and then pooh-poohed the charges, 
using "reliable sources" to indicate that they are "old 
hat" and "unsubstantiated."  

A close reading of the Star-News account of the Colson 
tapes confirms that the Labor Committees' strong 
intervention in mid-January in Washington with the 
original analysis presented in the January 18th issue of 
New Solidarity (see Part I, this report) broke the 
controlled environment around the White House in 
which cabal forces were holding Nixon a virtual psycho
logical prisoner. 

Following the recovery of CIA/MIS brainwash victim 
and International Caucus of Labour Committees leader 
Chris White in early January, the Labor Committee 
intelligence staff put together the pieces of a conspiracy 
by the Rockefeller financier faction of international 
capital and their cohorts in the CIA to impose fascist 
regimes throughout the capitalist world in the immediate 
period . A quick but thorough investigation into the 
entire Watergate matter uncovered the Rockefeller/CIA 
cabal's plot to destroy constitutional government in the 
United States and the modus operandl behind 
Watergate - a sophisticated inside-outside psychologi
cal-warfare job directed against Richard Nixon and his 
doltish Haldeman-Erlichman cronies. 

The New Solidarity analysis developed by Peter 
Cuskie (pen-name of Bob Cohen) in the January 18th 
issue of New Solidarity was immediately circulated 

. among critical Congressional layers. Administration
· 

otlicials, and the press with electric effect. Every leading 
political figure and press correspondent either received a 
reprint of the Cuskie article or was briefed directly by 
Labor Committee organizers on our full intelligence 
estimates on the Watergate affair. During mid-January 
one of Nixon's closest advisors received a confidential 
briefing. 

Simultaneously, the information waS carried through 
New Solidarity and the Labor Committee briefing
network to the working class. 

Most politicians and journalists, not wanting to 
bclic\'c t hat a significant change had taken place in what 



they understood to be American political life, expressed 
their cynicism about the "preposterous charges."  Few, 
however, refused to be briefed. 

Now Charles Colson states: 
"The CIA deliberately assisted and helped carry out 

the burglary ofthe office of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist 
and knew in advance ofthe plans to break into the head
quarters of the Democratic National Committee. They 
engaged in one hell of a cover-u p of their own." 

It was in  January of this year, the very month the 
Labor Committee Watergate expose hit Washington, 
that according to Colson, Nixon became convinced that 
"the CIA is in this up to their eyeballs" and he describes 
Nixon at the time as "out of his mind over the CIA and 
Pentagon roles" in Watergate. 

According to the Washington Post Colson "portrayed 
the President as a virtual captive in the Oval Office of 
suspected high-ranking conspirators in the intelligence 
circles against whom he dared not act for fear of inter
national and domestic political repercussions. "  

" I  talked to the President about this a t  great length in 
January," the Star-News quotes Colson as saying, "and 
at that time Nixon was going to remove the head of the 
CIA, Colby, and bring his own people in, investigate 
them internally and announce everything he discovered 
to the American people. "  

The Star-News reports that Colson cited Alexander 
Haig and the Washington Post claims that he cited both 
Haig and Henry Kissinger as the men who dissuaded 
Nixon from launching a full-scale investigation of the 
intelligence community. The January 18 New Solidarity 

article names Haig and Kissinger as the Rockefeller/CIA 
cabal's key inside men in the whole operation to bring 
down the Presidency. 

The Star-News quotes Colson as claiming that Haig 
persuaded Nixon "that the case was too shaky even for a 
President" and prevailed on the President "not to take 
down the whole intelligence establishment of the U.S .  in 
order to save himself from impeachment." Colson adds: 
"Nixon was afraid that if he went public with it, every
body would say, "Look at Nixon now. What a diversion I 
What a red herring! , Nobody would believe him ." 

It  is  highly likely that Willy Brandt, subjected to a 
similar Rockefeller/CIA job in the Guillaume double
agent set-up went through the very same thought 
processes before tinally deciding to resign rather than 
take on the cabal. 

However, Colson is not yet psychologically prepared to 
face, at least publicly, the CIA's real conspiratorial 
motive for the Watergate operation. According to the 
Post,  while Colson is convinced that " t he CIA, rather 
than the White House plumbers with whom he was 

',- associated . plan ned the break -ins a t  W a tergate and the 
office of Daniel EBsberg's psychiatrist, "  he offers as 
t heir  11 1 l l t iYe a d e�ire t o  d i 'lTed i t  t he President's  inner 
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circle of advisors. The Star-News quotes Colson as saying 
that Nixon's theory is that "they were coming in [to the 
White House] to spy and they wanted to get enough on 
the White House so they could get what they wanted 
from the President ."  

Colson's Convenion 

The psychological reason for Colson's recent 
conversion to Christianity now becomes apparent. In 
order to build up the sense of identity necessary to take 
the risk of exposing as much as he has of the cabal's plot. 
Colson turned to religion. This is the psychological 
meaning of Colson's remark quoted in the Post article: 
"What is eXCUlpatory for me is if I am able to expose the 
fact that there was a major plot by the CIA and they were 
responsible for the cover-ups throughout the 
investigation. " 

Colson may very well now be living in fear for his life. 
The reality of CIA operations, weB documented by the 
Labor Committees in numerous publications, provokes 
great anxiety in Colson. The Star-News. in reporting that 
Colson charges that the CIA "enjoys extensive influence 
with the news media (particularly the New York Times, 
the Washington Post. and the Los Angeles Times) as well 
as a variety of private businesses" quotes him as saying: 
"I'll tell you the thing that scares me the most - they're 
all over the place. The thing that really is frightening is 
that almost everywhere you go, should you turn, they 
have their tentacles."  And ,  of course, with little or no 
understanding of how to stop Rockefeller's 
conspiratorial cabal, Colson turns to a private 
investigator to help him! 

A Tale of Two Fronts 

Since Nixon and Colson have timed their 
complementary political thrusts to coincide in the past 
(see Part IV, this report) it is clear that Nixon's strategy 
to fend off impeachment at this point is to have Colson 
open the CIA Watergate issue on the home front while he 
seeks to solidify his position with the Brezhnev faction 
internationally. 

Nixon, reported feuding with Henry Kissinger in the 
Soviet Union this week, had hoped to return to the U.S.  
with a personal triumph - limiting offensive missiles. 
This is not likely to occur - partly because Henry 
Kissinger's Vienna temper tantrum, while helping Nixon 
temporarily on the home front in the fight against 
impeachment, may have hurt him with the Soviets. The 
Soviets are probably uncertain of the staying power of a 
Watergated President whose Secretary of State, at the 
height of his career, cannot conduct diplomatic business 
upon feeling the sting of Watergate himself. 

On the domestic scene. the next move in the Nixon
Colson game-plan calls for winning the release of the 
Baker Senate Watergate Committee minority report . 
which Colson has d escribed as "raising an awful lot of 



questions" about the CIA's role in Watergate. The 
Baker report . according to the Washington Post, is 
based in part on a 2S-page memorandum which Baker 
managed to get hold of, drafted by Eric W. Eisenstadt, 
Chief ofthe Central Cover Staff of the CIA's Clandestine 
Directorate. The memorandum apparently details the 
CIA's relationship to the Washington public relations 
firm of Robert R. Mullen & Co. ,  the employer of E. 
Howard Hunt after he "left" the CIA. 

Sources close to the Baker investigation have 
contirmed that the hard data contained in the Colson 
disclosures are primarily from the Baker report. which the 
CIA has until now refused to declassify! The life of the 
special Senate Watergate Committee. under whose 
jurisdiction the investigation was carried out. expires 
Sunday, June 30. It now appears that both the timing 
and the content of the Colson exposure were calculated 
to blast the report out of the grip of the CIA, before the 
committee powers expired . 

Among Colson's allegations likely to be confirmed in 
the Baker report are : 

• Robert Mullen, founder ofthe public relations firm, 
complained that former CIA Director Richard M. Helms 
"twisted my arm hard" to hire Hunt. (The Mullen Co. is 
a CIA front doing cover work in Africa, Asia and 
Singapore.)  

• Former CIA Director James R. Schlesinger. who 
succeeded Helms. now Defense Secretary. endorsed a 
suggestion by Eisenstadt that Mullen and Robert 
Bennett, an associate in Mullen's firm, be permitted to 
read FBI and CIA memoranda on witnesses who should 
not be interviewed in the Watergate case. The Mullen 
firm was directed to "lie if necessary" in denying any 
association with the CIA. 

• The Senate Watergate committee was informed of 
the times and places of at least 300 break-ins conducted 
by convicted Watergate burglar Eugenio Martinez, a 
CIA employee on the pay roll at the time of the 
Watergate break-in . 

• -Bennett, the son of Sen. Wallace Bennett (R-Utah), 
bragged to the CIA of favorable news treatment in the 
national media. including Newsweek and the 
Washington Post for stories he planted to discredit the 
President's top White House advisors . 

• Bennett has admitted under oath that he - was 
reporting everything he did to the CIA during the critical 
Watergate period. Everything that Hunt did while he 
was with the White House in one way or another was 
proposed ' by Bennett. Hunt shared a desk with Bennett 
at one point at the Mullen Co. and Hunt was posted 
there throughout the period. on the CIA full time pay 
roll. 

• Jack Anderson, in a June 2S column doubtless 
based on a leak. identities Bennett as "a CIA agent" who 
had foreknowledge of_the Watergate break-in . 
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Congress Tom and Stalled 

The growing battle between liberal social fascists and 
conservatives in the Judiciary Committee, usually 
coming out along party lines, is a microcosm of the 
situation in the Congress as a whole. As a result, not only 
is the cabal's impeachment plot temporarily stalled in 
Congress but also its New Deal-style program -
involving legislation to resettle workers in relocation 
work camps, fund and expand brainwashing centers, 
end "government secrecy" by bringing government (the 
CIA) to the people, recycle and speedup the work force, 
and provide "foreign aid" in the form of the McNamara 
labor-intensive program - is also stalled at the 
Congressional starting gate. 

With prospects for getting corporativist policies 
through a torn Congress growing dimmer the 
Rockefellers are accelerating the drive to create their 
1984-style fascist infrastructure in an extra
parliamentary manner (see Part V, this report). Thus, 
for instance, the spread of strikes encouraged by union 
leaders in cahoots with the Rockefellers, strikes which 
are being settled with agreements that prepare the 
Brazilianization of the work force. Workers are being 
allowed wage hikes that appeu significant (when the 
economy blows the wage contract will be a piece of 
paper) in return for co-participation speed-up 
arrangements, union support for in-plant brainwashing . 
programs, divisive preferential hiring agreements, 
commitments to establish slave "labor pools" for 
recycled and unemployed workers, etc. Similarly the 
infrastructure is poised to galvanize racist community 
control motion, urban homesteading, de-schooling 
(work-study) programs, and community mental health 
(brainwashing) projects. 

The traditionalist conservatives amongst the 
Republicans and southern Democrats, while opposing 
the cabal's social fascist schemes, have no positive 
orientation of their own. Only by pushing for the 
development of fusion power in collaboration with 
Western Europe and the Soviet Union could they hope to 
avert worldwide Rockefeller-engineered capitalist 
collapse and remain a sipificaat poU.tietII Met. 

In terms of the Judiciary Committee and the upcoming 
impeachment vote, to stop the impeachment conspiracy 
it is necessary to break the controlled environment within 
which. until recently. the impeachment panel has been 
forced to function . Committee members and other 
Congressmen must insist that the hearings be public and 
open. They must demand their right to cross-examine 
witnesses and strip cabal functionaries Doar and Jenner 
of their control over the questioning of witnesses and 
their authority over the admissibility of evidence. They 
should t(wce a discussion of the Baker report and launch 
a fu ll investigation into the Rockefeller/CIA conspiracy 



to destroy constitutional government. All relevant 
witnesses, including Colson, must be heard . 

If these steps are taken, Rodino's attempt to railroad 
the proceedings through by July 1 5  will be defeated. 
Nonetheless, the Rockefeller forces will attempt to time 
the issuance of an anti-Nixon Supreme Court decision 
perhaps by the latter half of July to precede and build for 
the Judiciary Committee vote, 

What the Labor Committees have accomplished since 
January through briefing key Administration officials 
and important Congressmen like Senator Baker (and 
minority counsel Fred Thompson) , while maintaining an 

, ongoing propaganda presence in Washington and 
throughout the working class, is partially to break the 
Rockefeller faction's control over the Oval Office and on 
Capitol Hill. In addition, more and more Congressmen 
are grudgingly concluding that the Labor Committees 
have been right all along. 

It is probable that Richard Nixon came to understand 
the inside-outside psychological-warfare to which he was 
being subjected as a result of the January New Solidarity 

expose. There is no question that Labor Committee 
organizing had some effect in remoralizing Nixon. 

Rockefeller's Court 

The role of the Supreme Court is clear: it is an 
important instrument of the cabal. The Court proved its 
value in the conspiracy to destroy Constitutional 
government when it ruled 6-3 in behalf of the New York 

Times-CIA in the Pentagon Papers hoax case. 
It was Special Prosecutor and Rockefeller man Leon 

Jaworski who jumped at the chance to get the eight 
Justices (William Rehnquist has disqualified himself 
from the case) involved in the destruction of democratic 
government shortly after Nixon's release of the 
transcripts in early May had given Nixon some leverage. 
May 24 Jaworski, a top Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration planner and the lawyer for Texas 
foundations which Representative Wright Patman 

. revealed as CIA conduits, appealed [to the Supreme 
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Court] a favorable verdict by Judge Sirica requtrtng 
Nixon to hand over 64 more tapes! This highly unusual 
move was calculated to prepare the Court for the sort of 
rescue mission the present situation demands. Jaworski 
appealed a victory in Sirica's court in order to . get the 
stamp of the Supreme Law of the Land behind the 
cabal's drive to destroy the Presidency. 

Unless the entire impeachment drive collapses 
completely in the next couple of weeks, the Court will 
rule by 6-2 or more that Jaworski may continue his 
fishing expedition for tapes. It will also very likely 
uphold the Grand Jury's naming of Nixon as an 
unindicted co-conspirator. The latter issue was raised by 
Nixon legal counsel James St. Clair and was recently 
added to the case. 

Many of the Rockefeller/CIA cabal's leading 
spokesmen sit on the Supreme Court, like Justice 
William Douglas, long associated with the counter
insurgency think-tank and action center the Center for 
the Study of Democratic Institutions, which was 
established as an adjunct to Rockefeller's Ford 
Foundation in the mid-1950's. 

Thurgood Marshall is another Justice with 
Rockefeller/CIA credentials. Even Nixon appointee 
Justice Lewis Powell, not generally associated with 
Rockefeller in the public mind, has been captured. In 
recent years Powell has emerged as an important spokes
man for the CIA's LEAA "court reform" and "prison . 
reform" programs that explicitly guarantee a speedy trial 
with no appeal in the new 1984-style courtsand 
"rehabilitation" through behavior modification and 
brainwashing. 

Now Nixon, regenerated by the exposures of the CIA's 
attack against him, will hang on even with the 
unfavorable Supreme Court ruling against him. 
Increasingly it appears that Rockefeller will have to use 
his engineered economic collapse to bring Nixon down, 
since the exposure by the National Caucus of Labor 
Committees of the Watergate Plot has aborted Rocke-

- feller's initial game-plan . 
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Part III: CIA's Raskin Announces Strategy for Civilian-Military Government 

Reprinted from IPS No. 6, June 7,  1974 

June 7 OPS)-For months the National Caucus of Labor 
Committees, through New Solidarity, has warned that 
the real aim behind the Rockefeller/CIA impeachment 
campaign conspiracy is to precipitate a constitutional 
crisis. In the context of a Rockefeller-engineered 
economic collapse . urban racial conflict provoked by the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration , and 
related CIA "special operations," this crisis is designed 
to pave the way for imposition of military dictatorship . 

In a feature article on the Op Ed page of Rockefeller's 
New York Times May 25, Marcus Raskin, co-director of 
the CIA's "new left" front, the Institute for Policy 
Studies, has confirmed that the strategy outlined above 
is precisely the CIA-Rockefeller game-plan . 

If the cabal's conspiratorial plot, outlined in detail by 
Raskin, succeeds, there will military rule in the United 
States under Rockefeller/CIA control even before 
President Nixon has been officially impeached. 

The Conspirators' Game-Plan 

Raskin lays out in a thinly veiled form the main 
political features of the CIA war-room scheme in his 
article, "Governing During Impeachment ."  Raskin's 
plan would go into effect immediately upon an 
impeachment vote against Nixon in the House of 
Representatives. 

The CIA/Rockefeller plot will be publicly represented 
under the cover of the "need to guarantee to the citizenry 
a functioning Government within the framework of a 
constitutional democracy" as the im peachment 
proceeds. 

According to Raskin . a House impeachment vote 
would assert "Congress' loss of confidence in President 
Nixon, "  thus making it necessary to strip Nixon of all 
"Congressionally-granted (sic) n ational emergency 
powers ."  These powers would then revert back to 
Congress .  In the Raskin/CIA outline this would deny the 
President the power and right to act in the event of 
"economic difficulties or trade negotiations" and 
"natural disasters," as well as removing his authority 
over "internal security, national security and foreign 
policy, as well as use of the military and control over it" 

(emphasis added).  
• 

How will Congress, a body with a 1 3  per cent public 
contidence rating, which is much weaker and more 
fragmented than the Presidency, exercise these 
enormous powers? Congress would draw up a 
memorandum to be posted with the ( Rockefeller
controlled) Joint Chiefs of Statl. military commanders, 
the National G u ard . and the CIA.  the FB I .  and the 
Secret Service " t h at details the mean i n g  of t heir oaths to 
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the Constitution, to the authority of Congress and to the 
laws of the land"!  To ensure that "economic 
difficulties, "  "national security" crises, etc. , are handled 
during the impeachment period, the cited military and 
paramilitary organizations are to consult with and report 
to Congress which wiII also "receive briefings" from 
"various Government agencies ."  

Raskin's CIA program singles out the M ajority Leader 
of the Senate and the Chairman of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee as key congressional liaisons to the 
CIA counter-government. The former is Mike Mans
field, the liberal social fascist member of Rockefeller's 
Commission for Critical Choices ; as recently reported in 
IPS, Mansfield is behind the plan to turn the Rocky 
Mountain states into a gigantic slave-labor camp for 
masses of resettled unemployed American workers. 

Senator William Fulbright, long a leading 
representative of the Rockefeller/CIA cabal in the U.S .  
Senate, was also picked to play a crucial liaison role. His 
defeat last week in the Democratic primary in Arkansas 
will force the CIA back to the drawing board. 

Civillan-MUltary Government 
of "National ReconcUiadon" 

Raskin's blueprint brings in the full spectrum of the 
CIA's fascist infrastructure. During the impeachment 
period, the CIA's men in the suddenly all-powerful 
Congress would also meet with the heads of television 
networks such as William Paley, President of CBS, also a 
member of Rockefeller's Critical Choices Commission 
and World War II psywar 'expert. The scenario calls for 
an intense psychological warfare campaign on TV and 
radio before, during, and after military takeover. 

Raskin's opening shot in what wiII doubtless become a 
big CIA propaganda campaign also calls on Congress ,to 
set up public meetings and hearings to be held all over 
the country to discuss the "profound drift" and 
"profound dislocation" in the U.S.  today. This ploy is 
designed to build up the base of Jesse Jackson, Barbara 
Sizemore, Leonard Woodcock and other leading 
Rockefeller/CIA operatives who will push for 
Rockefeller's program for reconstruction: an updated 
militarized version ofthe 1930's New Deal. This time the 
American working class will not survive. 

Raskin's CIA directive also calls for the establishment 
of a "national committee of reconciliation" that would 
recommend to Congress "a minimum national program 
in foreign and domestic policy for the next tive years . "  
Readers will recall that Clark Clifford tirst noated this 
"government of national unity" trial balloon about a 



year ago--also in the New York Times-which reprinted 
his CIA blueprint six months later! This committee, 
likely to be built upon Rockefeller's Critical Choices 
Commission, would also streamline national and in
ternal security structures (i.e . ,  CIA and FBI) . Thus these 
agencies would dissolve as agencies and would operate as 
the military-police infrastructure of the new "civilian
military national unity" regime. 

To ensure that the ruling class knows that Raskin's 
recommendations are official Rockefeller/CIA policy, 
Maxwell Taylor, a leading policy-maker for the cabal , 
laid out the same line in the April issue of Foreign Af

fairs , the insider pUblication of David Rockefeller's 
longterm fascist planning body, the Council on Foreign 
Relations. The editorial board of Foreign Affairs is a 
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Who's Who in the cabal: William Bundy (Editor) , 
William Langer, John J. McCloy, C. Fred Bergsten, Carl 
Kaysen et aI. ,  all seasoned CIA/Rockefeller hands. 

Taylor calls for a "National Policy Council" blending 
"military and non-military components of national 
power" to replace the National Security Council to deal 
with the "energy crisis, runaway inflation, and other 
national and foreign security matters."  

The Raskin plan too would replace the National 
Security Council with a much broader body, which 
would include the CIA-controlled Congressmen men
tioned earlier and members of the "reconciliation 
committee. "  These men would be the civilian front in 
Rockefeller's military government. 
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Part IV: Bare CIA Watergate Role 

[Reprinted from New Solidarity, May 8, 1974] 

by Lyn Marcus 

NEW YORK, May 6 - Despite hysterical efforts to 
ignore the fact by leading press agencies, the two major 
"Watergate" documents publicized this past week have 
begun to bring the role of the CIA in the affair plainly 
out into the open. 

During the same week that the White House published 
its 1 ,30B-page "Watergate" tape document, former 
President's counsel Charles "Chuck" Colson issued a 
brief largely blaming the CIA for the affair. The con
nection between the two documents is obvious. Few , 
informed students of the 1 ,30B-page release will believe 
that either the connection or timing of the two items is 
coincidental. 

To the extent that an investigating body treats the 
White House tapes as hard evidence, the tapes clearly 
exonerate Nixon of all charges but one. That single 
opening for further investigation is a matter of toe 
$120,000 "blackmail" payment to "former" CIA 
operative E. Howard Hunt. Despite the President's 
claim that the tapes clear him in this particular matter, 
the famous March 2 1 ,  1973 sections do leave room for 
reasonable doubt. 

The tapes are not truly conclusive, either for or against 
Nixon. All of the participants in those exchanges knew 
that the tapes were being recorded, which would have 
influenced what they would have said and not said . (At 
some point in 1973 the speakers must have anticipated 
the possibility of the tapes being subpoenaed. However, 
even long before that time, when it would have been 
believed that there would be no outside access to the 
tapes, the speaker would have guarded his statements 
out of regard for what might have been held against him 
in intra-White House bureaucratic wranglings . No tape
recorded conferences within an experienced bureaucracy 
can be treated as infallibly candid . )  

However, to the extent that the tapes are given weight 
as evidence, they narrow the work of the House Judiciary 
Committee and Jaworski to only one line of investigation: 
What did Hunt have that enabled him to blackmail the 
White House?The calculated effect of the taped 
transcript is to provide such investigators with no I 
alternative but either to pursue the Hunt angle or drop 
further impeachment efforts . 

The investigators are now forced to ask themselves: Is 
this a trap? The transcript is filled with strong hints that 
Hunt is bait for a trap. 

"(5) that Dean had personally destroyed documents 
from Hunt's safe:  or (6) that Dean had ordered Hunt out 
of the country. and then retracted the order. " (p. 1 1 )  

"They contirmed to the President. as Dean had . that 
no one at the White House had prior knowledge of the 
Watergate break-in . Erlichman said , 'There just isn't a 
scinti l la  or a hint that Dl' a n  k lll'W a boll t th is . ' Thl' Prcs-
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ident asked about the possibility of Colson having prior 
knowledge and Erlichman said, 'His response was one of 
total surprise . . .  He was totally non-plussed, as the rest of 
us. '  -Erlichman then reviewed with the President the 
earlier concern that they had for national security leaks 
and the steps �aken to find out hc:>w they 0��'!_1!ed:'_(p.27) 
Nixon: . . . . .  You can't keep it out if Hunt talks. You see 
the point is irrelevant. It has gotten to this point." 
Dean: "You might put it on a national security grounds 
basis. " 
Haldeman: "(unintelligible) - CIA - " 
Dean: "Ah -" 
Haldeman: "Seriously."  
Nixon: "National security? We had to  get information 
for national security grounds."  
Dean:"Then the question is ,  why didn't the CIA do it  or 
why didn't the FBI do it?" 
Nixon: "Because we had to do it on a confidential 
basis ."  
Haldeman: "Because we  were checking them."  
Nixon: "Neither could be  trusted!' 

Nixon: "On that one I think we should simply say this 
was a national security investigation that was conducted. 
And on that basis, I think the same in the drug field 

with Krogh . . .  " (March 21, 1973) 

Nixon: . . . . .  Anything on the (unintelligible) thing, the 
plumbing thing was national security, the ITT thing." 

Nixon: . . It's a national security - national security area _ 
and that's a national security problem." (April 17 ,  1973) 

Wilson: [on the papers from Hunt's safe, part of which 
, were deep-sixed by John Dean] "I don't think it was as 
much political as it was - didn't he have something to 
do with national security?" 
Nixon: "Yes."  (April 19, 1973) 

Nixon: [to Peterson] "You remember my call from Camp 
David. I said , Don't go into the national security 
stuff . . .  " (April 27, 1 973) 

Those citations are exemplary of a repeated theme 
throughout the transcript. In effect, Nixon. Haldeman. 
and Erlichman state that the plumbers operation was 
chietly directed to checking important breaches of 
national security by the National Security Council. the 
CIA and the F B I .  and that Hunt's potential disclosures 
and blackmail go i n to that area . 



The FBI Trap 

The most conspicuous feature of the transcript's 
editing is the extent to which it includes matters not 
integral to the Watergate affair. The readers have been 
deliberately given some particularly enticing tidbits ap
parently extraneous to the narrow purview of the House 
Judiciary and Jaworski investigations. 

While the finger of doubt pointed at the National Sec
urity Council and CIA does not fall into that category of 
gratuitous disclosures, the discussion of Senator Edward 
Kennedy's Chappaquidick problems and of the FBI 
involves segments of discussion whose inclusion in the 
published transcript is not so directly justified. 

Pages 1 1 1  - 156 of the transcript bear marginally on 
the Watergate matters themselves , thus providing an 
excellent pretext for publishing discussions extremely , 
offensive to Senator Kennedy and to the FBI. 

Referring to former FBI official Sullivan's disclosures, 
the following discussion ensues: 

Nixon: "Let's look at the future. How bad would it hurt 
the country, John, to have the FBI so terribly damaged?" 
Dean: "Do you mind if I take this back and kick it  a
round with Dick Moore? These other questions. I think 
it would be damaging to the FBI, but maybe it is time to 
shake the FBI and rebuild it. I am not so sure the FBI is 
everything it is cracked up to be. I am convinced the FBI 
isn't everything the public thinks it is . "  

Nixon: "No." 
Dean: "I know quite well i t  isn't . "  (March 13 ,  1973) 

Dean, during that same session, picks up on Nixon's 
strong hint at one point, in the following way: 

Nixon: " . . .  There is not a Watergate around in this 
town, not so much our opponents, even the media, but 
the basic thing is the establishment. The establishment 
is dying, and so they've got to show that despite the 
successes we have had in foreign policy and in the 
election, they've got to show that it is just wrong because 
of this. They are trying to use this as the whole thing." 
Dean: "Well, that is  why I keep coming back to this fel
low Sullivan. It  could change the picture."  
Nixon: "How could it  change it  though? Saying here is 
another-" 
Dean: "Saying here is another and it happens to be 
Democrats. You know I just-" 
Nixon: "If he would get Kennedy into it, too, I would be 
a IittIe more pleased. "  

Immediately, Dean outlines the result if investigators 
check Donald Segretti's link to Kalmbach, and then 
Kalmbach's records back through the July 1969 - June 
1 971 period : . . . . .  there comes Chappaquidick with a 
vengeance. This guy is a 20 year detective on the New 
York City Police Department ,"  referring to the person 
h ired by Kalmbach to spend a year investigating the 
Chappaquid ick i ncident as an employee under Jack 
Ca u l lield . The cOI1\'l'r\; t t iol1 continues : 
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Nixon: "In other words we-" 
Dean: "He is ready to disprove and show that-" 
Nixon: "If they get to us that is going to come out and 
this whole thing can turn around on that. If Kennedy 
knew the bear trap he was walking into-" 
Nixon: "How do we know why don't we get it out 
anyway?" 
Dean: "Well, we have sort of saved it. '" 

The interview concludes with another reference to the 
potential of Sullivan's various disclosures: 

Dean: " , . .  if I have one liability in Sullivan here, it is 
knowledge of the earlier (unintelligible) that occurred 
here. " 
Nixon: "That we did?" 
Dean: "That we did . "  
Nixon: "Well, why don't you tell him - h e  could say, ' I  
did n o  political work at all. M y  work i n  the Nixon 
Administration was solely in the national security.' And 
that is thoroughly true." 

The Colson Angle 

The thrust of Colson's newly publicized defense 
concerning his own Watergate legal problems is that it is 
impossible for him to enjoy an u nprejudiced trial 
because of massive publicity generated by such agencies 
as a CIA-front public relations firm which formerly 
employed the ubiquitous E. Howard Hunt. Few 
informed observers will believe that the timing of 
Colson's move is coincidental. They will regard it as 
probably part of the same tactic as the White House 
pUblication of the tapes transcript. 

For example, the representative exchanges between 
John Dean and Nixon Feb. 28. 1973: 
Dean: "Chuck is going to be of aid when he is out there 
not connected with the White House, coming through 
with bits of tidbits . . .  " 

Nixon: "Sure! Sure ! .  . .  Colson can be more valuable out 
than in . . .  outside he can start this and say I am a private 
citizen and I can say what I (expletive omitted) please. "  

Although subsequent exchanges indicate that Colson 
was disliked by Dean and considered a bit too much of a 
maverick by Nixon, April 16, 1 973, we note the following 
indicative observation by John Erlichman: 

"Colson called and says you've got an ass [transcri
ber's error: he certainly said 'asp'] at your bosom over 
there, and so, today he checked again, apparently with 
Howard , and discovered that Dean was still here, and he 
called and said , 'I 've got to see you. '  He came in and he 
says, 'You guys are just out of your minds,'  and said he 
wanted to see the President. " 

The following day, Nixon noted, "Colson's recom
mendation is to get him out by tiring him," which is the 
way Nixon subsequently did deal with the matter. 

The editing of the tapes transcript strongly suggests to 
the House Jud iciary Committee and Jaworski that the 



only point on which impeachment can be pushed is the 
point if E. Howard Hunt. However, if such a push is 
made, it is strongly implied that "All the trees in the 
forest might fall." 

The reach of the det:per investigations includes not 
only the CIA, NSC, FBI, Senator Kennedy, but also 
Nelson RockereIler and Henry Kissinger. The Gray and 
Sullivan features lead into a devastating exposure of the 
FBI. The general investigation of Hunt and the plumbers 
unit leads into the ITT affair, the RAND Corporation, 
the NSC leaks and the Ellsberg hoax. The exchange of 
March 1 7, 1973 demands a full investigation of the CIA 
angle. Donald Segretti's involvement leads to 
Chappaquidick and some alleged unknown horrors. 
Then, the following tidbit: Dean: "On the '68 thing, I 
haven't probed Sullivan to the depths on this thing 
because I want to treat him at arm's length until he is 
safe, because he has a world of information that may be 
available. " 
Nixon: "But he says what happened on the bugging 
thing. Who told what to whom again?" 
Dean:"He said that Hoover had told Patrick Coyne 
about the fact that this was done. Coyne had told 
Rockefelller. Now Rockefeller had told Kissinger . . .  " 

[According to one-time CIA publicity director 
Kirkpatrick, in his book The Real CIA , Patrick Coyne is 
Nelson Rockefeller's key liaison man to the CIA. 
Following President Kennedy's dismissal of Allen Dulles 
as Director of the CIA in 1962, Kirkpatrick claims that 
Nelson Rockefeller handpicked his friend John McCone 
as Dulles' successor and then sent his close confidantes 
Patrick Coyne and General Schuyler in to reorganize the 
CIA per Rockefeller directive. - Ed. ]  
Nixon: "Why did Coyne tell it to Nelson Rockefeller? . .  " 
Dean: " . .  :this is Sullivan's story . . .  I don't have any 
reason to doubt that it is true."  

Nixon: "Hoover told me. and he also told Mitchell per
sonally that this had happened . . .  So Hoover told Coyne, 
who told Rockefeller. that newsmen were being 
bugged. " 
Dean: "That tickles you . That is right. "  
Nixon: "Why d o  you suppose they did it?" 

If Chuck Colson's tactics indicate the direction of 
Nixon's thinking. as the internal evidence of the 
transcripts strongly suggest, then John Doan and Leon 
Jaworski are in trouble. 

. 

Is Nixon a CIA Man? 

The irony of it all is that Nixon has been a part of the 
larger CIA establishment for most of his life in national 
politics. The strongest single suggestion of this occurs 
within the transcripts during the March 13, 1973 
discussion of Sullivan's information. 
Nixon: "Why is Sullivan willing to do this?" 
Dean: "I think the quid pro quo with Sullivan is that he 

wants someday back in the Bureau very bad Iv. " 
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Nixon: "That's easy."  
Dean: "That's right. "  

IPS 

Nixon: "Do you think after he did this, the Bureau 
would want him back? Would they want him b�ckr' 

. 
Dean: "I think not. What Bill Sullivan's desire in life is, 
is to set up a domestic national security intelligence 
system, a White House program. He says we are 
deficient. He says we never have been efficient, because 
Hoover lost his guts several years ago. If you recan he 
and Tom Huston worked on it. Tom Huston had your 
instructions to go out and do it and the whole thing just 
crumbled."

- --
. .

.
. . .-

. .  

Nixon: (inaudible) 
Dean: "That's all Sullivan really wants. Even if we put 
him out studying it for a couple of years, if you could put 
him out in the CIA or someplace where he felt - put him 
there . . .  " 
Nixon: "We will do it. "  

Sullivan's reported proposal i s  essentially that 
identified by Lt. Col. Prouty as original to the Jackson
Dulles-Correa proposal for the CIA. This is 
complementary to Nixon's counting the "Omnibus 
Crime" bill a virtual domestic U.S.  hunting license with 
no bag-limit for the CIA - as one of his administration's 
"law and order" achievements. How does such evidence 
square with Nixon's current victimization by 
Rockefeller's establishment? The CIA is the principal 
conduit and coordinating agency for a Rockefeller
headed Anglo-American fascist machine created in 
collaboration with Winston Churchill. The means of 
establishment of the Rockefellers' control over all major 
issues of U.S .  policy, domestic and foreign, was 
Churchill's declaration of "Cold war" which 
represented a controlled political environment, to which 
everyone adapted who got ahead in national politics. 
Nixon, like numerous others not on the inside of the 
Tavistock-centered Anglo-American establishment 
machine, progressed by his ruthless adaption to the 
climate created by the Rockefellers, and was successfully 
(if sometimes reluctantly) used by the Rockefellers. 

As we foresaw and wrote in the spring of 197 1 ,  in our 
feature article, "Nixon for Sale Cheap," Rockefeller 
would (and has) moved to dump Nixon as a scapegoat as 
soon as the U.S .  labor movement had been broken by 
Nixon-instituted austerity programs. 

The ditliculty facing the Communist Party and most 
liberals on this point is the fact that they naively explain 
fascism as an outgrowth of conservative moods and ten
dencies. In historical fact, contrary to such liberal and 
CP myths, fascism has always emerged as a "radical" 
movement of lumpen-proletarians, "counterculture 
freaks, "  and declassed ex-servicemen, all guided and 
funded by such major financial establishments as the 
Thyssens, Krupps, and Rockefeller's I .G. Farben allies: 
Lawfully, as with the financier-funded anarchist 
M ussolini. or the German National Socialist Workers 



Party, Rockefeller has moved to a Democratic Party
linked "constituency" of fascist " local community 
control , "  typified by John Doar's base in New York City, 
and the CIA's "local community control of police" 
LEAA . 

The conservatives - Nixon's immediate base - are 
being pushed aside to make way for fascism 

The conservatives, like Nixon and Goldwater, are no 
less oriented to anti-Communism than the CIA , but they 
are oriented to the objective of preserving established 
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constitutional forms at the point that the Rockefellers 
are moving to destroy all those old constitutional forms 
throughout North America and Western Europe . . 

Therefore, the concurrence and violent disagreements 
between the Nixon Republican and Rockefeller 
Democratic factions. Now "Watergate" has reached the 
point that Nixon must either expose and wreck 
Rockefeller or be destroyed himself. He has run out of all 
other options. 
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Part V: Marchetti "Expose" Signals CIA Self-Destruct 
Reprinted from New Solidarity, June 26, 1974 ' 

by Bob Cohen 

The CIA's swan-song, sung by the Rockefellers and 
their "progressive" fascist choir of "ex" -CIA agents and 
social fascist reformers, is hitting the air waves. To the 
untrained ear it will all sound pretty good : "Abolish CIA 
Clandestine Services and their covert operations! " ;  "End 
government secrecy !" ;  "Turn the CIA into an infor
mation agency - the Central Information Agency!" ;  
"Do we really need a CIA?"; "Stop Big Brother Spying 
- return government to the people!" ,  etc. 

The June 24 publication of Victor Marchetti's CIA 
expose hoax, The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence, is 
just the beginning of a well-orchestrated campaign. 

The CIA Establishment headed by the Rockefeller 
family has decided that the moment is now right to begin 
to dissolve the agency known as the CIA .. The Rocke
fellers and their CIA cohorts are plotting to board 
Langley up only to move lock, stock and barrel into the 
key infrastnictural institutions of their planned fascist 
society of the future. 

Still more brainwashing facilities like the Lincoln 
Detox Center must be created. Psywar specialists are 
needed to set up and run slave labor resettlement and 
food control programs that will funnel workers into, for 
example, Rockefeller's Rocky Mountain relocation work 
camps. Clandestine agents are being redeployed to shore 
up the paramilitary Army Special Forces "Waffen SS" 
divisions and the special police LEA A National Gestapo 
network. From these and other critical vantage points, 
the CIA/Rockefeller cabal expects to build fresh new 
zombie terrorist groups to replace their blown SLA ,  aid 
operatives like Jesse Jackson, Barbara Sizemore, 
Leonard Woodcock, and Jerry Wurf in suckering the 
working class into supporting their own enslavement to 
Rockefeller, and guide their special military and police 
units in preparations for civilian-military rule. 

Pentagon Papers Mark II 

As with their plot to destroy the Presidency, kicked off 
by CIA agent Daniel Ellsberg's Pentagon Papers Hoax, 
the cabal is opening its campaign to liquidate the CIA 
with the publication by "former" top CIA official Victor 
Marchetti of an "expose" of the CIA . 

Marchetti and his forthcoming book are a fraud. The 
elaborate preparation of this CIA special operation 
reveals not only that the cabal's conspiracy to impose 
fascism was hatched years ago, but also the lengths to 
which thc cabal will go to conceal the real aims of its plot. 
Acquisition by the Labor Committees of an advance copy 
of Marchetti's counterfeit book completely contirmed 

.� our assessment that the American public was to be 
t reated to a M ;\rk I I  version of the Pentagon Papers. 
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Marchetti's well-publicized disillusionment with the 
CIA, his long legal battle with the CIA over his right to 
publish an expose, and his role as a globetrotting critic of 
the CIA on the scene whenever a CIA-generated scandal 
about itself is in progress (e.g. ,  the CIA's psywar 
campaign in Britain earlier this year which boasted that 
"40 undercover CIA agents were taking over the British 
labor movement") have been carefully orchestrated by 
the cabal. 

In his book Marchetti calls for the dismemberment of 
the CIA's espionage divisions because they have 
"completely failed to penetrate the closed Soviet society" 
and anyway "with the end of the Cold War" they are no 
longer necessary! Only the most Oblomovist fool in the 
Soviet Union could fall for this bait. 

Similarly, the CIA's psywar sections should be closed ' 
down because "they just aren't effective" and the people 
psywar is aimed at "don't pay any attention to it" ! 

Clandestine ServIces must go, says Marchetti, because ' 
"they have no place in a democratic society" and though 
barbarian they turn out to be counter-productive. 

Rockefeller's psywar message delivered through 
Marchetti is clear - let's dissolve the CIA (the agency) , 
which in reality is only a pea-shooter anyway, and aU of 
the pubUc's worries will be gone! 

Unwittingly, Marchetti reveals the real reason the 
Rockefellers have been preparing to dissolve the CIA (for . 
at least the last six years !)  in the appendix to his book 
where he presents a speech one-time CIA Clandestine 
Services head Richard Bissell delivered to a select 
gathering of David Rockefeller's Council on Foreign 
Relations in 1968. Students discovered the minutes of 
the elite meeting during the student occupation of 
Harvard's Center for International Affairs and sub
sequently published the material in 1 97 1 .  Marchetti 
simply republishes it in line with his practice of largely 
recapitulating "exposes" of the CIA which have already 
appeared in print elsewhere. 

Back in 1968 Bissell was already addressing himself to 
the problems posed by the fact that the agency qua 
agency was an all too inviting target for the CIA's 
political enemies - and that conducting CIA business 
out of a tixed agency was becoming a cumbersome and 
unnecessary burden. Bissell states: "If the Agency is to 
be effective, it will have to make use of private in
stitutions on an expanding scale, though those relations 
which have 'blown' cannot be resurrected."  

Bissell suggests that as the CIA moves increasingly 
into these "private institutions" <society's infrastructure) 
this will present a problem - where do you bury the 
body (of the agency) ? The cabal, using Marchetti as its 
spearhead, is attempting to solve this problem . 
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The only other thing of serious note in Marchetti 's 
take book is the pains he takes to cover for the CIA's real 
modus operandi, which only the Labor Committees have 
discovered and exposed . To hide the fact that the CIA's 
basic method is to organize counterinsurgency In· 
surgencies [e .g., countergangs like Revolutionary Union 
(RU) and the SLA] he pictures the CIA as organizing 
crude counterinsurgency attacks (a la the FBI) on 
"progressive people's movements . "  Of COl.lrse, there is 
not a word about either individual or mass brainwashing 
in the entire "expose . "  

Further, a careful reading o f  the text will reveal that 
much of this book was written in the last six months even 
though it has been in litigation for over two years . The 
numerous bold-faced appearances of the word deletion 
are designed to remind the reader of Nixon's transcripts 
and evoke the corollary fears and uncertainties about 
secrets in high places . 

A Concerted Campaign 

The Marchetti hoax is only one thrust of a concerted 
cabal campaign to prepare for the CIA's "reform" 
and/or disappearing act . 

This May 22 Rockefeller/CIA front man McGeorge 
Bundy appeared before the Senate Subcommittee on 
Intergovernmental Relations recomending that the CIA 
be renamed the Central Information Agency and become 
Congress' "little helper" providing daily intelligence 
briefings . Readers will recall that agent Marcus Raskin's 
blueprint for Rockefeller/CIA civilian-military govern
ment called on Congress to reclaim its authority over 
"national emergencies" following a House impeachment 
vote against Nixon, with the CIA to end its secrecy by 
providing briefings on these matters to the "people's 
representatives." , 

Not surprisingly, the very same liberal social fascist 
legislators who are leading the charge in the Congress to 

• get Rockefelter) stay��labor program passed - Jacob 

I 
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Javits, Edmund Muskie, William Proxmire et al. - also ' 
are leading the attack on "government secrecy," 
focusing much of their attention on the problem of 
"reforming" the CIA .  In the "open democratic society" 
of the future these liberal fascist gentlemen are planning, 
you can get to know your friendly CIA agent first hand 
(though not as a CIA agent), as he supervises your slave
labor job at a resettlement camp or helps you organize an 
LEAA blockwatchers patrol to spy on your neighbors in 
behalf of the Rockefellers and their new SS. 

None other than notorious operative and Labor 
Committee baiter Nat Hentoff has just published a book 
State Secrets timed to boost the cabal's "anti-secrecy" 
campaign. This collection of "exposes" of the FBI ,  taken 
directly from "New Left" annals, prepares the 
dissolution of the FBI whose bullet-headed agents are 
programmed for lesser roles in the infrastructure of 
Rockefeller's 1984 dream. 

The cabal is hoping ultimately to gain other side 
benefits from their conspiratorial campaign. They are 
hoping that their pseudo-assault on "government 
secrecy" and even their phony exposes of the CIA will 
further discredit the Executive Branch of government, 
with eventual fall-out on Richard Nixon - who has thus 
far proved, with strong Labor Committee "assistance," 
much more resistant to their psywar campaigns than 
expected . This is the meaning of the recent Rocke
feller/CIA campaign to dump Henry Kissinger for wire 
tapping, concealing information from the Congress, 
perjury, etc . The cabal has been forced_by the Labor 
Committees' exposes of their conspiracy [now gaining a \ 
wider audience with Colson's conftrmation of Labor 
Committee charges] to attempt a general housecleaning 
drive as a means of bringing down the Presidency, a 

critical objective in their fascist plot. This-explains the 
-

timing of the�r decision to go public with their scheme to 
"dissolve" the CIA .  It is a move that they had hoped to 
postpone for awhile . 

j 
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